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Abstract

It is natural to generalize the online k-Server problem by allowing each request to specify not only
a point p, but also a subset S of servers that may serve it. To initiate a systematic study of this gen-
eralization, we focus on uniform and star metrics. For uniform metrics, the problem is equivalent to a
generalization of Paging in which each request specifies not only a page p, but also a subset S of cache
slots, and is satisfied by having a copy of p in some slot in S. We call this problem Slot-Heterogenous
Paging.

In realistic settings only certain subsets of cache slots or servers would appear in requests. Therefore
we parameterize the problem by specifying a family S ⊆ 2[k] of requestable slot sets, and we establish
bounds on the competitive ratio as a function of the cache size k and family S:

• If all request sets are allowed (S = 2[k] \ {∅}), the optimal deterministic and randomized competi-
tive ratios are exponentially worse than for standard Paging (S = {[k]}).

• As a function of |S| and k, the optimal deterministic ratio is polynomial: at most O(k2|S|) and at
least Ω(

√
|S|).

• For any laminar family S of height h, the optimal ratios are O(hk) (deterministic) and O(h2 log k)
(randomized).

• The special case of laminar S that we call All-or-One Paging extends standard Paging by allowing
each request to specify a specific slot to put the requested page in. The optimal deterministic ratio
for weighted All-or-One Paging is Θ(k). Offline All-or-One Paging is NP-hard.

Some results for the laminar case are shown via a reduction to the generalization of Paging in which
each request specifies a set P of pages, and is satisfied by fetching any page from P into the cache. The
optimal ratios for the latter problem (with laminar family of height h) are at most hk (deterministic) and
hHk (randomized).
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1 Introduction

The standard k-Server and Paging models assume homogenous (interchangeable) servers and cache slots.
They don’t model applications where servers have different capabilities, nor the fact that modern cache
systems often partition the slots, sometimes dynamically, with some parts exclusively accessible by specific
processors, cores, processes, threads, or page sets (e.g., [30, 40, 47–49]).

This motivates us to generalize the online k-Server problem to allow each request to specify not only a
point p, but also a subset S of servers that may serve it. We call this generalization Heterogenous k-Server.
To date, only a few special cases of this problem have been studied [22, 44]. Here, following the strategy
taken for other hard generalizations of k-Server [6, 7, 12, 23, 31, 39], we initiate a systematic study of this
problem by focusing on its restriction to uniform and star metrics. For uniform metrics, the problem is
equivalent to a variant of Paging in which each request specifies a page p and a subset S of k cache slots, to
be satisfied by having a copy of p in some slot in S. We call this problem Slot-Heterogenous Paging. For
star metrics the problem reduces to a weighted variant where the cost of retrieving a page is the weight of the
page. For reasons discussed below, we parameterize these problems by allowing the requestable sets S to be
restricted to an arbitrary but pre-specified family S ⊆ 2[k]. (Restricting to S = {[k]} gives standard Paging
and k-Server.) Next is a summary of our results, followed by a summary of related work.

Slot-Heterogenous Paging (Section 3). As we point out, Slot-Heterogenous Paging easily reduces (preserv-
ing the competitive ratio) to the Generalized k-Server problem in uniform metrics, for which upper bounds
of k2k and O(k2 log k) on the deterministic and randomized ratios are known [7, 12].

• We show that the optimal deterministic and randomized competitive ratios for Slot-Heterogenous Pag-
ing are at least Ω(2k/

√
k) and Ω(k), respectively (Theorems 3.2 (i) and 3.3).

Hence, the optimal ratios for Slot-Heterogenous Paging are exponentially worse than for standard Paging.
The proofs of Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 employ some novel ideas that may be useful for other problems: the
lower bound in Theorems 3.2 (i) uses an adversary argument that requires the construction of a set family
not yet studied in the literature, while the proof of Theorem 3.3 is carried out via a reduction from standard
Paging with a cache of size exp(Θ(k)).

The large competitive ratios in these lower bounds occur only for instances that use exponentially many
distinct request sets S. In realistic settings only certain subsets of cache slots or servers can appear in
requests, namely those that represent capabilities or functionalities relevant in a given setting. This motivates
us to study the optimal ratios as a function of the cache size k and the family S of requestable slot sets, and
to try to identify natural families that admit more reasonable ratios.

• We show that the optimal deterministic ratio is at most k2|S| for any family S (Theorem 3.1). Theo-
rem 3.2 (ii) shows a complementary lower bound: for infinitely many families S, every deterministic
online algorithm has competitive ratio Ω(

√
|S|).

Together Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 (ii) imply that, as a function of |S| and k, the optimal deterministic ratio for
Slot-Heterogenous Paging is polynomial.

Page-Laminar Paging (Section 4). We take a brief detour to consider Page-Subset Paging, a natural gen-
eralization of Paging in which each request is a set P of pages from an arbitrary but fixed family P , and
is satisfiable by fetching any page from P into any slot in the cache. We focus on its special case of Page-
Laminar Paging, where this set family P is laminar.

• We show that the optimal deterministic and randomized ratios for Page-Laminar Paging are at most
hk and hHk, where h is the height of the laminar family and Hk =

∑k
i=1 1/i = ln k + O(1) (Theo-

rem 4.1).
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The proof is by a reduction that replaces each set request P by a request to one carefully chosen page in P ,
yielding an instance of Paging, while increasing the optimal cost by at most a factor of h.

Slot-Laminar Paging (Section 5). We then return to Slot-Heterogenous Paging, now considering the spe-
cific structure of S, showing better bounds when S is laminar. This case, which we call Slot-Laminar Paging,
models applications where slot (or server) capabilities are hierarchical. Laminarity implies that |S| < 2k, so
(per Theorem 3.1 above) the optimal deterministic ratio is O(k3).

• We show that the optimal deterministic and randomized ratios for Slot-Laminar Paging are O(h2k)
and O(h2 log k), where h ≤ k is the height of S (Theorem 5.1). We next tighten the deterministic
bound to O(hk) (Theorem 5.2).

The proof of Theorem 5.1 is via a reduction to Page-Laminar Paging (discussed above), while the proof
of Theorem 5.2 refines the generic algorithm from Theorem 3.1. The dependence on k in these bounds is
asymptotically tight, as Slot-Laminar Paging generalizes standard Paging.

Reducing Slot-Laminar Paging to Page-Laminar Paging. The reduction of Slot-Laminar Paging to Page-
Laminar Paging in Theorem 5.1 is achieved via a relaxation of Slot-Laminar Paging that drops the constraint
that each slot holds at most one page, while still enforcing the cache-capacity constraint of k. This relaxed
instance is naturally equivalent to an instance of Page-Laminar Paging. The proof then shows how any
solution for the relaxed instance can be “rounded” back to a solution for the original Slot-Laminar Paging
instance, losing an O(h) factor in the cost and competitive ratio.

All-or-One Paging (Section 6). All-or-One Paging is the restriction of Slot-Laminar Paging (with height
h = 2) to S = {[k]}∪{{j}}j∈[k]. That is, only two types of requests are allowed: general requests (allowing
the requested page to be anywhere in the cache), and specific requests (requiring the page to be in a specified
slot). Specific requests don’t give the algorithm any choice, so may appear easy to handle, but in fact make
the problem substantially harder than standard Paging. Recent independent work on All-or-One Paging [22]
has shown that the optimal deterministic ratio is twice that of Paging, to within an additive constant.

• We show that the optimal randomized ratio of All-or-One Paging is also at least twice that for Paging
(Theorem 6.1), while Theorem 5.1 upper bounds the optimal randomized ratio to within a constant
factor of that for Paging. We also show that the offline problem is NP-hard (Theorem 6.2), in sharp
contrast to even k-Server, which can be solved in polynomial time for arbitrary metrics.

Weighted All-Or-One Paging (Section 7). We initiate a study of Heterogenous k-Server in non-uniform
metrics through Weighted All-Or-One Paging, which extends All-or-One Paging so that each page has a
non-negative weight and the cost of each retrieval is the weight of the page instead of 1.

• We show that the optimal deterministic ratio for Weighted All-Or-One Paging is O(k), matching the
ratio for standard Weighted Paging up to a small constant factor (Theorem 7.1).

The algorithm in the proof is implicitly a linear-programming primal-dual algorithm. With this approach
the crucial obstacle to overcome is that the standard linear program for standard Weighted Paging does
not force pages into specific slots. Indeed, doing so makes the natural integer linear program an NP-hard
multicommodity-flow problem. (Section 7 has an example that illustrates the challenge.) We show how to
augment the linear program to partially model the slot constraints.

Related work. Paging and k-Server have played a central role in the theory of online computation since
their introduction in the 1980s [13, 41, 46]. For k-Server, the optimal deterministic ratio is between k and
2k−1 [38]. Recent work [29] offers hope for closing this gap, and substantial progress towards resolving the
randomized case has been reported in [4, 18]. For Weighted Paging the optimal ratios are k (deterministic)
and Θ(log k) (randomized) [1, 5, 32, 42, 46].
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problem set family S (or P) deterministic randomized where
Slot-Heterogenous Paging 2[k] \ {∅} ≤ k2k ≤ O(k2 log k) via [7, 12]

” arbitrary S ≤ kmin(|S∗|,mass(S)) Thm. 3.1

One-of-m Paging, m ≈ k/2
(
[k]
m

)
≥ Ω(2k/

√
k) ≥ Ω(k) Thms. 3.2(i), 3.3

One-of-m Paging, any m
(
[k]
m

)
& Ω((4k/m)m/2/

√
m) Thm. 3.2(ii)

Slot-Laminar Paging laminar S, height h ≤ (2h− 1)k ≤ 3h2Hk Thms. 5.1, 5.2

All-or-One Paging {[k]} ∪ {{s} : s ∈ [k]} ≥ 2k − 1 ≥ 2Hk − 1 [22, 35], Thm. 6.1
” ” ≤ 2k + 14 [22]

Weighted All-Or-One Paging {[k]} ∪ {{s} : s ∈ [k]} ≤ O(k) Thm. 7.1

Page-Subset Paging restricted to P =
(all pages

m

)
≥
(
k+m
k

)
− 1 [31]

” ≤ k(
(
k+m
k

)
− 1) ≤ O(k3 logm) [23]

Page-Laminar Paging P laminar, height h ≤ hk ≤ hHk Thm. 4.1

Table 1: Summary of upper (≤) and lower (≥) bounds on optimal competitive ratios. Here mass(S) =
∑

S∈S |S| and
S∗ =

⋃
S∈S 2S . The lower bound for One-of-m Paging holds for some but not all m and k—see Theorem 3.2(ii).

The upper bound for Slot-Laminar Paging in the deterministic case (Theorem 5.1) is in fact 2 ·mass(S)− k, which is
at most (2h − 1)k. Also, offline All-or-One Paging and its generalizations are NP-hard (Theorem 6.2), as is offline
Page-Subset Paging ([23]).

Restricted Caching is one previously studied model with heterogenous cache slots. It is the restriction
of Slot-Heterogenous Paging in which each page p has one fixed set Sp ⊆ [k] of slots, and each request
to p requires p to be in some slot in Sp. For this problem the optimal randomized ratio is O(log2 k) [20].
Better bounds are possible given further restrictions on the sets, as in Companion Caching, which models a
cache partitioned into set-associative and fully associative parts [16, 17, 33, 43]. It is natural to ask whether
Restricted k-Server—the restriction of Heterogenous k-Server that requires each point p to be served by a
server in a fixed set Sp—is easier than Heterogenous k-Server. While the two problems are different for
many metric classes, they can be shown to be equivalent in metric spaces with no isolated points, such
as Euclidean spaces. The NP-hardness result for Restricted Caching from [17] implies that offline Slot-
Heterogenous Paging with S = {{s, k} : s ∈ [k − 1]} is NP-hard.

Other sophisticated online caching models include Snoopy Caching, in which multiple processors each
have their own cache and coordinate to maintain consistency across writes [37], Multi-Level Caching, where
the cost to access a slot depends on the slot [26], and Writeback-Aware Caching, where each page has
multiple copies, each with a distinct level and weight, and each request specifies a page and a level, and can
be satisfied by fetching a copy of this page at the given or a higher level [8, 9]. (This is a special case of
weighted Page-Laminar Paging where P consists of pairwise-disjoint chains.) Multi-Core Caching models
the fact that faults can change the request sequence (e.g. [36]).

Patel’s master thesis [44] studies Heterogenous k-Server with just two types of requests—general re-
quests (to be served by any server) and specialized requests (to be served by any server in a fixed subset S′

of “specialized” servers)— and bounds the optimal ratios for uniform metrics and the line. Recent indepen-
dent work on deterministic algorithms for online All-or-One Paging establishes a 2k − 1 lower bound and
a 2k + 14 upper bound [22]. Earlier work in [35] presents a 2k − 1 lower bound and a 3k upper bound on
deterministic algorithms.

Heterogenous k-Server reduces (see Section 3) to the Generalized k-Server problem, in which each
server moves in its own metric space, each request specifies one point in each space, and the request is
satisfied by moving any one server to the requested point in its space [39]. For uniform metrics, the op-
timal competitive ratios for this problem are between 2k and k2k (deterministic) and between Ω(k) and
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O(k2 log k) (randomized) [7,12]. These ratios are exponentially worse than the ratios for standard k-Server.
Heterogenous k-Server, parameterized by S, provides a spectrum of problems that bridges the two extremes.

Weighted k-Server is a restriction of Generalized k-Server in which servers move in the same metric
space but have different weights, and the cost is the weighted distance [34]. For this problem (in non-
uniform metrics) the deterministic and randomized ratios are at least (respectively) doubly exponential [6,7]
and exponential [3, 24].

For Page-Subset Paging restricted to m-element sets of pages, the optimal ratios are between
(
k+m
k

)
− 1

and k(
(
k+m
k

)
− 1) (deterministic) and between Ω(log km) and O(k3 logm) (randomized) [23, 31]. This

problem has been studied as uniform Metrical Service Systems with Multiple Servers (MSSMS). MSSMS is
the generalization of k-Server where each request is a set of points, one of which needs to be covered by
some server.

The k-Chasing problem extends k-Server by having each request P be a convex subset of Rd, to be
satisfied by moving any server to any point in P [19]. For k-Chasing, no online algorithm is competitive
even for d = k = 2 [19], while for k = 1 the ratios grow with d [2, 45].

In the k-Taxi problem each request (p, q) requires any server to move to p then (for free) to q. For this
problem the optimal ratios are exponentially worse than for standard k-Server [21, 28].

2 Formal Definitions

Slot-Heterogenous Paging. A problem instance consists of a set [k] = {1, 2, . . . , k} of cache slots, a family
S ⊆ 2[k] \ {∅} of requestable slot sets, and a request sequence σ = {σt}Tt=1, where each request has the
form σt = 〈pt, St〉 for some page pt and set St ∈ S. A cache configuration C is a function that specifies
the content of each slot s ∈ [k]; this content is either a single page (said to be assigned to the slot) or empty.
Configuration C is said to satisfy a request 〈p, S〉 if it assigns page p to at least one slot in S. A solution
for a given request sequence σ is a sequence {Ct}Tt=1 of cache configurations such that, for each t ∈ [T ],
Ct satisfies request σt. The objective is to minimize the number of retrievals, where a page p is retrieved in
slot s at time t if Ct assigns p to s, but Ct−1 does not (or t = 1). An event when Ct−1 does not assign pt to
any slot in St is called a fault. Obviously a fault triggers a retrieval but, while this is not strictly necessary, it
is convenient to also allow an algorithm to make spontaneous retrievals, either by fetching into the cache a
non-requested page or by moving pages within the cache.

Slot-Laminar Paging. This is the restriction of Slot-Heterogenous Paging to instances where S is laminar:
every pair R,R′ ∈ S of sets is either disjoint or nested. (This implies |S| ≤ 2k.) A laminar family S can
be naturally represented by a forest (a collection of disjoint trees), with a set R being a descendant of R′ if
R ⊆ R′. When discussing Slot-Laminar Paging we will routinely use tree-related terminology; for example,
we will refer to some sets in S as leaves, roots, or internal nodes. The height h of a laminar family S is one
more than the maximum height of a tree in S , that is the maximum h for which S contains a sequence of h
strictly nested sets: R1 ( R2 ( . . . ( Rh.

All-or-One Paging. This is the restriction of Slot-Laminar Paging to instances with S = {[k]} ∪ {{j}}j∈[k].
That is, there are two types of requests: general, of the form 〈p, [k]〉, requiring page p to be in at least one
slot of the cache, and specific, of the form 〈p, {j}〉, j ∈ [k], requiring page p to be in slot j. For convenience,
〈p, ∗〉 is a synonym for 〈p, [k]〉, while 〈p, j〉 is a synonym for 〈p, {j}〉.
Weighted All-Or-One Paging. This is the natural extension of All-or-One Paging in which each page p is
assigned a non-negative weight wt(p), and the cost of retrieving p is wt(p) instead of 1.

One-of-m Paging. This is the restriction of Slot-Heterogenous Paging to instances with S =
(

[k]
m

)
= {S ⊆

[k] : |S| = m}, that is, every request specifies a set of m slots.
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Page-Subset Paging. An instance consists of k cache slots, a collection P of requestable sets of pages, and
a request sequence π = {Pt}Tt=1, where each Pt is drawn from P . A solution is a sequence {Ct}Tt=1 of
cache configurations (as previously defined) such that, at each time t ∈ [T ], Ct assigns at least one page
in Pt to at least one slot. The objective is to minimize the number of retrievals. (Slots are interchangeable
here, so a cache configuration could be defined as a multiset of at most k pages, but using slot assignments
is technically more convenient.)

Page-Laminar Paging. This is the restriction of Page-Subset Paging to instances where P is laminar.

Generalized k-Server. In this variant of k-Server, each server moves in its own metric space; each request
specifies one point in each space, and the request is satisfied by moving any one server to the requested point
in its space [39].

Approximation algorithms. An algorithm A for a given cost minimization problem is called a c-approximation
algorithm if, for each instance σ, A satisfies costA(σ) ≤ c · opt(σ) + b, where costA(σ) is the cost of A on
σ, opt(σ) is the optimum cost of σ, and b is a constant independent of σ. We follow the standard convention
that when we are considering A as an offline algorithm, the constant b must be 0.

Online algorithms and competitive ratio. In the online variants of the paging problems studied in this
paper the requests arrive online, one per time step, and an online algorithm needs to satisfy each request
before the next one is revealed. To simplify presentation we assume that the algorithm knows the underlying
set family S (or P), but many of our algorithms work (or can be adapted to work) without knowing the set
family in advance. An online algorithm A is called c-competitive if A is a c-approximation algorithm. As
common in the literature, we will use the term “optimal deterministic (resp. randomized) competitive ratio”
to refer to the optimal ratio of of a deterministic (resp. randomized) online algorithm for the given problem.

3 Slot-Heterogenous Paging

Any instance of Slot-Heterogenous Paging can be reduced to an instance of Generalized k-Server in uniform
spaces, as follows. Represent each cache slot by a server in a uniform metric space whose points are the
pages, then simulate each request 〈p, S〉 by a sufficiently long sequence of requests, each of which specifies
point p for each server in S and alternates between two different points for the remaining servers, in [k] \ S.
Composing this reduction with the upper bounds from [7] yields immediate upper bounds of O(k2k) and
O(k3 log k) on the deterministic and randomized ratios for unrestricted Slot-Heterogenous Paging (that is,
with S = 2[k] \ {∅}).

Theorem 3.2 (i) (Section 3.2) and Theorem 3.3 (Section 3.3) show that these bounds are tight within
poly(k) factors: the optimal ratios are at least Ω(2k/

√
k) and Ω(k), respectively. But restricting S allows

better ratios: Theorem 3.1 (Section 3.1) shows an upper bound of k2|S| on the optimal deterministic ratio for
any family S . For One-of-m Paging, Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2 (ii) imply that the optimal deterministic
ratio is O(km+1) and Ω((4k/m)m/2/

√
m).

3.1 Upper bounds for deterministic Slot-Heterogenous Paging

This section gives upper bounds on the optimal deterministic competitive ratio for Slot-Heterogenous Paging
with any slot-set family S, as a function of mass(S) =

∑
S∈S |S| ≤ k|S| and |S∗|, where S∗ =

⋃
S∈S 2S .

The first bound follows from an easy counting argument. The second bound uses a refinement of the rank
method of [7], which bounds the number of steps of a natural exhaustive-search algorithm by the rank of a
certain upper-triangular matrix.

Theorem 3.1. Fix any S ⊆ 2[k] \ {∅}. The competitive ratio of Algorithm EXHSEARCH in Figure 1 for
Slot-Heterogenous Paging with requestable sets from S is at most k ·min {|S∗|,mass(S)}.
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input: Slot-Heterogenous Paging instance (k,S, σ = (σ1, . . . , σT ))

1. let the initial cache configuration C0 be arbitrary; let `← 1 — ` is the start of the current phase

2. for each time t← 1, 2, . . . , T :

2.1. if current configuration Ct−1 satisfies request σt: ignore the request (set Ct = Ct−1)
2.2. else:

2.2.1. if any configuration satisfies all requests σ`, σ`+1, . . . , σt: let Ct be any such configuration
2.2.2. else: let `← t; let Ct be any configuration satisfying σt — start the next phase

Figure 1: Online algorithm EXHSEARCH for Slot-Heterogenous Paging.

The theorem implies that the competitive ratio of One-of-m Paging is polynomial in k when m is con-
stant.

Proof of Theorem 3.1. Assume without loss of generality that the algorithm faults in each step t, that is Ct−1

does not satisfy σt = 〈pt, St〉. (Otherwise first remove such requests; this doesn’t change the algorithm’s
cost or increase the optimal cost.)

We first bound the maximum length of any phase. The argument is the same for each phase. To ease
notation assume the phase is the first (with ` = 1). LetL be the length of the phase. By the initial assumption,
the following holds:

(UT) For each time t ∈ [L], configuration Ct−1 satisfies requests σ1, σ2, . . . , σt−1, but not σt.

The final configuration CL in the phase satisfies all requests in the phase. In particular, for each S ∈ S,
for each request 〈p, S〉 in the phase, CL has p in some slot in S, so (i) there are at most |S| distinct requests
in the phase that use any given set S ∈ S . Property (UT) implies that (ii) every request σt in this phase is
distinct (indeed, for any t′ < t, Ct−1 satisfies σt′ but not σt). Observations (i) and (ii) imply the following
bound L ≤∑S∈S |S| = mass(S).

(As an aside, the above argument uses only that every request in the phase is distinct, a weaker condition
than (UT). Given only that property, the above bound on L is tight for every S in the following sense:
consider any configuration C that puts a distinct page in each slot s ∈ [k], and a request sequence σ that
requests in any order every pair 〈p, S〉 such that S ∈ S and C assigns p to a slot in S. Then σ is satisfied by
a single configuration, while having mass(S) distinct requests.)

Next we give a second bound on L that is tighter for some families S . Identify each page pwith a distinct
but arbitrary real number. For each cache configuration Ct, let Ci

t ∈ R denote the page in slot i, if any, else
0. Define matrix M ∈ RL×L by

Mst =
∏
i∈St

(Ci
s−1 − pt),

so that Mst = 0 if and only if Ci
s−1 = pt for some i ∈ St, that is, if and only if Cs−1 satisfies σt. So

Property (UT) implies that M is upper-triangular and non-zero on the diagonal. So M has rank L.
Expanding the formula for Mst, we obtain

Mst =
∑
S⊆St

(∏
i∈S

Ci
s−1

)
·
( ∏

i∈St\S

−pt
)

=
∑
S⊆St

(∏
i∈S

Ci
s−1

)
· (−pt)|St|−|S| =

∑
S∈S∗

AsS ·BSt ,

where matrices A ∈ RL×S∗ and B ∈ RS∗×L are defined by

AsS =
∏
i∈S

Ci
s−1 and BSt =

{
(−pt)|St|−|S| if S ⊆ St
0 otherwise.

6



That is, M = AB; A and B (and M ) have rank at most |S∗|. And M has rank L, so L ≤ |S∗|. To
bound the optimum cost, consider any phase other than the last. Let t′ and t′′ be the start and end times.
Suppose for contradiction that the optimal solution incurs no cost (has no retrievals) during [t′ + 1, t′′ + 1].
Then its configuration at time t′ satisfies all requests in [t′, t′′ + 1], contradicting the algorithm’s condition
for terminating the phase. So the optimal solution pays at least 1 per phase (other than the last). In any phase
of length L the algorithm pays at most kL (at most k per step). This and the two upper bounds on L imply
Theorem 3.1.

3.2 Lower bounds for deterministic Slot-Heterogenous Paging

We establish our lower bounds for Slot-Heterogenous Paging and One-of-m Paging given in Table 1.

Theorem 3.2. (i) For all odd k, the optimal deterministic ratio for One-of-m Paging with m = (k + 1)/2
is at least

(
k
m

)
= Ω(2k/

√
k). For all k, the optimal ratio with m = b(k + 1)/2c is Ω(2k/

√
k). (ii) For any

even m ≥ 2 and any k > m that is an odd multiple of m − 1, the optimal deterministic ratio for One-of-m
Paging is at least

(
m−1
m/2

)(
k

m−1

)m/2
= Θ((4k/m)m/2/

√
m) = Ω(

√
|S|), where S =

(
[k]
m

)
.

Before proving Theorem 3.2, we prove Lemma 3.1. It states that for any S the existence of a family
Z ⊆ 2[k] with certain properties implies a lower bound of |Z| on the competitive ratio. The proof of the
theorem then constructs such families Z for appropriate families S of requestable sets. Throughout this
section X denotes the complement of set X ⊆ [k], that is X = [k] \X .

Lemma 3.1. For some S ⊆ 2[k], suppose there are two set families G ⊆ S and Z ⊆ 2[k] such that

(gz0) For each X ⊆ [k] there is S ∈ G such that S ⊆ X or S ⊆ X .
(gz1) If Z ∈ Z then Z /∈ Z .
(gz2) For each S ∈ G there is Y ∈ Z such that S 6⊆ Z and S 6⊆ Z for all Z ∈ Z \ {Y }.

Then the optimal deterministic ratio for Slot-Heterogenous Paging with family S is at least |Z|.

Proof. The proof is an adversary argument based on the following idea. At each step, the adversary chooses
a request that forces the algorithm to fault but causes at most two faults total among a fixed set of 2|Z|
other solutions. At the end, the algorithm’s total cost is at least |Z| times the average cost of these other
solutions, so its competitive ratio is at least |Z|. This general approach is common for lower bounds on
deterministic online algorithms (see e.g. lower bounds on the optimal ratios for k-Server [41], for Metrical
Task Systems [15] and for Generalized k-Server on uniform metrics [39]).

Here are the details. Let A be any deterministic online algorithm for Slot-Heterogenous Paging with
slot-set family S. The adversary will request just two pages, p0 and p1. For a set X ⊆ [k], let CX denote the
cache configuration where the slots in X contain p0 and the slots in X contain p1. Without loss of generality
assume that each slot of A’s cache always holds p0 or p1—its cache configuration is CX for some X .

At each step, if the current configuration of A is CX , the adversary chooses S ∈ G such that either
S ⊆ X or S ⊆ X . (Such an S exists by Property (gz0).) If S ⊆ X , then all slots in S hold p0, and the
adversary requests 〈p1, S〉, causing a fault. Otherwise, S ⊆ X , so all slots in S hold p1. In this case the
adversary requests 〈p0, S〉, causing a fault. The adversary repeats this K times, where K is arbitrarily large.
Since A faults at each step, the overall cost of A is at least K.

It remains to bound the optimal cost. Let Z̃ =
{
Z : Z ∈ Z

}
. By (gz1), we have Z̃ ∩ Z = ∅. For each

Z ∈ Z ∪ Z̃ define a solution called the Z-strategy, as follows. The solution starts in configuration CZ . It
stays in CZ for the whole computation, except that on requests 〈pa, S〉 that are not served by CZ (that is,
when all slots of CZ in S contain p1−a), it retrieves pa to any slot j ∈ S, serves the request, then retrieves
p1−a back into slot j, restoring configuration CZ . This costs 2.
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Figure 2: Illustration of the proof of Theorem 3.2 Part (ii) for k = 35,m = 6, and ` = 7. The figure shows the partition
of all slots into m − 1 = 5 sets B1, . . . , B5, each represented by a cycle. To avoid clutter, each slot bec is represented
by its index c within Be. The picture shows set S = {b12, b13, b26, b27, b44, b45} ∈ G, marked by dashed ovals. It also shows
ZS′ ∈ Z , represented by orange/shaded circles, for S′ = {b12, b13, b34, b35, b47, b41}.

We next observe that in each step at most one Z-strategy faults (and pays 2). Assume that the request
at a given step is to p0 (the case of a request to p1 is symmetric). Let this request be 〈p0, S〉, where S ∈ G.
Let Y ⊆ [k] be the set from Property (gz2). For all Z ∈ (Z ∪ Z̃) \ {Y, Y }, then, S ∩ Z 6= ∅, implying
that configuration CZ has a slot in S that contains p0—in other words, configuration CZ satisfies S. Also,
either S ∩ Y 6= ∅ or S ∩ Y 6= ∅, so one of the configurations CY or CY also satisfies S. Therefore only one
Z-strategy (Y or Y ) might not satisfy S. So, in each step, at most one Z-strategy faults (and pays 2).

Thus the combined total cost for all Z-strategies (not counting the cost of at most k for moving to Z at
the beginning) is at most 2K. There are 2|Z| such strategies, so their average cost is at most (2K+k)/2|Z|.
The cost of A is at least K, so the ratio is at least K

(2K+k)/2|Z| = |Z|
1+k/2K . Taking K arbitrarily large, the

lemma follows.

Proof of Theorem 3.2. Part (i). Recall that m = b(k + 1)/2c. First consider the case when k is odd. Apply
Lemma 3.1, taking both G and Z to be

(
[k]
m

)
. Properties (gz0) and (gz1) follow directly from k being odd

and the definitions of G and Z . Property (gz2) also holds with Y = S. (For any S ∈ G, every Z ∈ Z
satisfies |Z| = |S| > |Z|, so S 6⊆ Z, while S ⊆ Z implies Z = S.) Thus, by Lemma 3.1, the ratio is at least
|Z| =

(
k

(k+1)/2

)
= Ω(2k/

√
k). This proves Part (i) for odd k.

For even k, let k′ = k − 1. Then apply Part (i) to k′ using just cache slots in [k′], that is, using slot-set
family S ′ =

(
[k′]
m

)
⊆
(

[k]
m

)
= S, with slot k playing no role as it is never requested. This proves Part (i).

Part (ii). Fix such an m and k. Let ` = k/(m − 1) so ` ≥ 3 is odd. Recall that S =
(

[k]
m

)
is

the family of requestable slot sets. Partition [k] arbitrarily into m − 1 disjoint subsets B1, B2, . . . , Bm−1,
each of cardinality `. For each Be, order its slots arbitrarily as Be = {be1, be2, . . . , be`}. For any index
c ∈ {1, 2, . . . , `} and an integer i, let c⊕ i denote ((c+ i− 1) mod `) + 1. In other words, we view each Be

as an odd-length cycle, and this cyclic structure is important in the proof. Any consecutive pair {bec, bec⊕1} of
slots on this cycle is called an edge. Thus each cycle Be has ` edges.

First we define G ⊆ S for Lemma 3.1. The sets S in G are those obtainable as follows: choose any m/2
edges, no two from the same cycle, then let S contain the m slots in those m/2 chosen edges. (The six slots
inside the three dashed ovals in Figure 2 show one S in G.) This set of m/2 edges uniquely determines S,
and vice versa.

We verify that G has Property (gz0) from Lemma 3.1. Indeed, consider any X ⊆ [k]. Call the slots in X
white and the slots in X black. Each cycle Be has odd length, so has an edge {bec, bec⊕1} that is white (with
two white slots) or black (with two black slots). So either (i) at least half the cycles have a white edge, or (ii)
at least half have a black edge. Consider the first case (the other is symmetric). There are m− 1 cycles, and
m is even, so at least m/2 cycles have a white edge. So there are m/2 white edges with no two in the same
cycle. The set S comprised of the m white slots from those edges is in G, and is contained in X (because its
slots are white). So G has Property (gz0).
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Next we define Z ⊆ 2[k] for Lemma 3.1. The set Z contains, for each set S′ ∈ G, one set ZS′ , defined
as follows. For each of the m/2 cycles Be having an edge {bec, bec⊕1} in S′, add to ZS′ the two slots on that
edge, together with the (` − 3)/2 slots bec⊕3, b

e
c⊕5, . . . , b

e
c⊕(`−2). For each of the m/2 − 1 remaining cycles

Be, add to ZS′ the (` − 1)/2 slots be1, b
e
3, . . . , b

e
`−2. (The orange/shaded slots in Figure 2 show one set ZS′

in Z .) Then ZS′ contains exactly m/2 edges (the ones in S′) while its complement ZS′ contains exactly
m/2− 1 edges (one from each cycle with no edge in S′). This implies Property (gz1). Note that ZS′ 6= ZS′′

for different sets S′, S′′ ∈ G.
Next we show Property (gz2). Given any set S ∈ G, let Y = ZS ∈ Z . Consider any ZS′ ∈ Z such

that S ⊆ ZS′ or S ⊆ ZS′ . We need to show ZS′ = ZS , i.e., S′ = S. It cannot be that S ⊆ ZS′ , because
S contains m/2 edges, whereas ZS′ contains m/2 − 1 edges. So S ⊆ ZS′ . But S and ZS′ each contain
exactly m/2 edges, which therefore must be the same. It follows from the definition of ZS′ that S′ = S. So
Property (gz2) holds.

So G and Z have Properties (gz0)-(gz2) from Lemma 3.1. Directly from definition we have |Z| = |G|,
while |G| =

(
m−1
m/2

)
`m/2 because there are

(
m−1
m/2

)
ways to choose m/2 distinct cycles, and then for each

of these m/2 cycles there are ` ways to choose one edge. Lemma 3.1 and ` = k/(m − 1) imply that the
optimal deterministic ratio is at least f(m, k) =

(
m−1
m/2

)
(k/(m − 1))m/2. To complete the proof of part (ii)

we lower-bound f(m, k). We observe that

4m = Ω(
√
m (k/(k −m))k−m+1/2). (1)

This can be verified by considering two cases: If k ≥ m+ 2 then, using 1 + z ≤ ez , we have
√
m (k/(k −

m))k−m+1/2 =
√
m(1 + m/(k −m))k−m+1/2 ≤ √m · e5m/4 ≤ 2 · 4m, for all m ≥ 1. In the remaining

case, for k = m+ 1, we have
√
m(k/(k−m))k−m+1/2 =

√
m(1 +m)3/2 ≤ 2 · 4m. Thus (1) indeed holds.

Now, recalling that f(m, k) =
(
m−1
m/2

)
(k/(m− 1))m/2, we derive

f(m, k) = Θ
(
(2m/

√
m) · (k/(m− 1))m/2

)
(Stirling’s approximation)

= Θ
(
(4k/m)m/2 · (1 + 1/(m− 1))m/2/

√
m
)

(rewriting)

= Θ
(
(4k/m)m/2/

√
m
)

((1 + 1/(m− 1))m/2 ≤ e) (2)

This gives us one estimate on the competitive ratio in Theorem 3.2(ii). To obtain a second estimate, squaring
both sides of (2), we obtain

f(m, k)2 = Ω
(
(4k/m)m/m

)
= Ω

(
(k/m)m · 4m/m

)
= Ω

(
(k/m)m · (k/(k −m))k−m+1/2/

√
m
)

(using (1))

= Ω(
(
k
m

)
) = Ω(|S|) (Stirling’s approximation)

Therefore f(m, k) = Ω(
√
|S|), as claimed, completing the proof of Theorem 3.2(ii).

3.3 Lower bound for randomized Slot-Heterogenous Paging

Next we present a lower bound on the optimal competitive ratio for randomized algorithms:

Theorem 3.3. The optimal randomized ratio for One-of-m Paging with m = bk/2c is Ω(k).

The proof is by a reduction from standard Paging with some N pages and a cache of size N − 1. For
any N , this problem has optimal randomized competitive ratio HN−1 = Θ(logN) [32]. This and the next
lemma imply the theorem.
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Lemma 3.2. Every f(k)-competitive (randomized) online algorithm A for One-of-m Paging with m =
bk/2c can be converted into an O(f(k))-competitive (randomized) online algorithm B for standard Paging
with N pages and a cache of size N − 1, where N = 2Θ(k).

Proof. Fix a sufficiently large k. Assume without loss of generality that k is even (otherwise apply the
construction below to slots in [k − 1], ignoring slot k as it is never requested). Take N = bek/16c.

To ease exposition, view the Paging problem with N pages and a cache of size N − 1 as the following
equivalent online Cat and Rat game on any set H of N holes (see e.g. [14, §11.3]). The input is a sequence
µ = (R0, C1, . . . , CT ) of holes (i.e.,R0 ∈ H andCt ∈ H for all t). A solution is any sequence (R1, . . . , RT )
of holes such that Rt 6= Ct for all t ∈ [T ]. Informally, at each time t ∈ [T ], the cat inspects hole Ct, and
if the rat’s hole Rt−1 at time t − 1 was Ct, the rat is required to move to some other hole Rt ∈ H \ {Ct}.
(For the solution to be online, Rt must be independent of Ct+1, Ct+2, . . . , CT for all t ≥ 1.) The goal is to
minimize the number of times the rat moves, that is |{t ∈ [T ] : Rt 6= Rt−1}|.

The claimed algorithm B for Paging will work by reducing a given instance µ on a set H of N holes to
an instance σ of One-of-(k/2) Paging, simulating A on σ, and converting its solution to a solution for µ.
This instance σ uses just two pages, p0 and p1. To describe the reduction, we need a few more definitions
and observations.

For two disjoint sets S0, S1 ⊆ [k], by Q(S0, S1) we denote the cache configuration that assigns p0 to slots
in S0 and p1 to slots in S1, with the remaining slots empty. A configuration Q(S0, S1) is called balanced
if |S0| = |S1| = k/2. (This obviously implies that S0 = S1, where S0 = [k] \ S0.) The following easy
observation will be useful:

Observation 3.3. Let S ⊆ [k] with |S| = k/2. Any request 〈p0, S〉 is satisfied by every balanced configura-
tion except Q(S, S), and any request 〈p1, S〉 is satisfied by every balanced configuration except Q(S, S).

For any set C of cache configurations, a forcing sequence for C is a request sequence such that the cache
configurations that satisfy all requests in this sequence without cost are exactly those in C.

Claim 3.4. Let C be a set of balanced cache configuration such that any two configuration in C are at
distance at least 3. Then there is a request sequence ψ(C) that is forcing for C.

To verify the claim, take ψ(C) to be the sequence formed by (any ordering of) all those allowed requests
that are satisfied by all configurations in C. Specifically, ψ(C) consists of all requests 〈pi, S〉 such that
i ∈ {0, 1} and |S| = k/2, with S ∩ Si 6= ∅ for all Q(S0, S1) ∈ C. By definition, each configuration in C
satisfies all requests in ψ(C).

It remains to show that for any configuration Q(S′0, S
′
1) /∈ C there is a request in ψ(C) not satisfied

by Q(S′0, S
′
1). In the case that Q(S′0, S

′
1) is balanced, we can take this request to be 〈p1, S

′
0〉, because, by

Observation 3.3, it is included in ψ(C) but it is not satisfied by Q(S′0, S
′
1).

Next consider the case that Q(S′0, S
′
1) is not balanced. Assume without loss of generality that |S′0| > k/2.

Let B0 and B′0 be any two size-k/2 subsets of S′0 such that |B0 \ B′0| = |B′0 \ B0| = 1. Then Q(B0, B0)

and Q(B′0, B
′
0) are at Hamming distance 2 so both cannot be in C. Assume without loss of generality

that Q(B0, B0) is not in C. Then request 〈p1, B0〉 is satisfied by every configuration in C because, by
Observation 3.3, the only balanced configuration that doesn’t satisfy this request is Q(B0, B0), which is
not in C. So 〈p1, B0〉 is in ψ(C). On the other hand, since B0 ⊆ S′0, request 〈p1, B0〉 is not satisfied by
Q(S′0, S

′
1). This proves Claim 3.4.

We now describe how Algorithm B computes its solution R = (R1, . . . , RT ) for a given request se-
quence µ. To streamline presentation, we present it first as an offline algorithm. At the beginning B chooses
any collection C of N balanced configurations such that the Hamming distance between every two distinct
configurations in C is at least k/16. Such a collection C can be constructed using a greedy method, as
in [12]. (Here we only need existence, which can be also established by a probabilistic proof: if one forms C
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<latexit sha1_base64="fGIBy3mllBGrjRB468eKtUrO9qI=">AAAB6HicdVDLSgMxFM34rOOr6tJNsAiuhsy02BYsFt24bME+oB1KJs20sZkHSUYoQ7/AjQtF3OofuRF/wy8wbRVU9MCFwzn3cs+9XsyZVAi9GQuLS8srq5k1c31jc2s7u7PblFEiCG2QiEei7WFJOQtpQzHFaTsWFAcepy1vdD71W9dUSBaFl2ocUzfAg5D5jGClpfpZL5tDFnIKTjkPkWXnS/liQROnhIr5MrQtNEPu9L0SP7+alVov+9LtRyQJaKgIx1J2bBQrN8VCMcLpxOwmksaYjPCAdjQNcUClm86CTuChVvrQj4SuUMGZ+n0ixYGU48DTnQFWQ/nbm4p/eZ1E+SU3ZWGcKBqS+SI/4VBFcHo17DNBieJjTTARTGeFZIgFJkr/xtRP+LoU/k+ajmUfW3bdzlVPwBwZsA8OwBGwQRFUwQWogQYggIIbcAfujSvj1ngwHuetC8bnzB74AePpA+C5kK0=</latexit>

B

<latexit sha1_base64="VYNFX7FDNhCPRFGSQGru1wWjThE=">AAAB6HicdVDLSgMxFM34rOOr6tJNsAiuhsy02BYsVty4bME+oB1KJs20sZkHSUYoQ7/AjQtF3OofuRF/wy8wbRVU9MCFwzn3cs+9XsyZVAi9GQuLS8srq5k1c31jc2s7u7PblFEiCG2QiEei7WFJOQtpQzHFaTsWFAcepy1vdD71W9dUSBaFl2ocUzfAg5D5jGClpfpZL5tDFnIKTjkPkWXnS/liQROnhIr5MrQtNEPu9L0SP7+alVov+9LtRyQJaKgIx1J2bBQrN8VCMcLpxOwmksaYjPCAdjQNcUClm86CTuChVvrQj4SuUMGZ+n0ixYGU48DTnQFWQ/nbm4p/eZ1E+SU3ZWGcKBqS+SI/4VBFcHo17DNBieJjTTARTGeFZIgFJkr/xtRP+LoU/k+ajmUfW3bdzlVPwBwZsA8OwBGwQRFUwQWogQYggIIbcAfujSvj1ngwHuetC8bnzB74AePpA981kKw=</latexit>

A

<latexit sha1_base64="lu7Pi15qpMO0asJYsSW8gcsl5wA=">AAAB6HicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPFVdelmsAiuQpIW24LFQjcuW7APaEOZTCft2MkkzEyEEvoFblwo4lb/yI34G36B01ZBRQ9cOJxzL/fc68eMSmXbb8bS8srq2npmw9zc2t7Zze7tt2SUCEyaOGKR6PhIEkY5aSqqGOnEgqDQZ6Ttj2szv31NhKQRv1STmHghGnIaUIyUlhq1fjZnW7ZbcMt5aFtOvpQvFjRxS3YxX4aOZc+RO3+vxM+vZqXez770BhFOQsIVZkjKrmPHykuRUBQzMjV7iSQxwmM0JF1NOQqJ9NJ50Ck81soABpHQxRWcq98nUhRKOQl93RkiNZK/vZn4l9dNVFDyUsrjRBGOF4uChEEVwdnVcEAFwYpNNEFYUJ0V4hESCCv9G1M/4etS+D9puZZzajkNJ1c9AwtkwCE4AifAAUVQBRegDpoAAwJuwB24N66MW+PBeFy0LhmfMwfgB4ynD+I9kK4=</latexit>

C
<latexit sha1_base64="FiogW2Udpafmkt8YEpZKkPO3vNg=">AAAB6HicdVDLSgMxFM34rOOr6tJNsAiuhsy02BYsFnThsgX7gHYomTTTxmYeJBmhDP0CNy4Ucat/5Eb8Db/AtFVQ0QMXDufcyz33ejFnUiH0ZiwsLi2vrGbWzPWNza3t7M5uU0aJILRBIh6Jtocl5SykDcUUp+1YUBx4nLa80dnUb11TIVkUXqpxTN0AD0LmM4KVlurnvWwOWcgpOOU8RJadL+WLBU2cEirmy9C20Ay50/dK/PxqVmq97Eu3H5EkoKEiHEvZsVGs3BQLxQinE7ObSBpjMsID2tE0xAGVbjoLOoGHWulDPxK6QgVn6veJFAdSjgNPdwZYDeVvbyr+5XUS5ZfclIVxomhI5ov8hEMVwenVsM8EJYqPNcFEMJ0VkiEWmCj9G1M/4etS+D9pOpZ9bNl1O1c9AXNkwD44AEfABkVQBRegBhqAAApuwB24N66MW+PBeJy3LhifM3vgB4ynD+PBkK8=</latexit>

D

<latexit sha1_base64="uLMkSjk05IFBaF7yf+61bRkzGr8=">AAAB6HicdVDLSgMxFM34rOOr6tJNsAiuhsy02BYsFkRw2YJ9QDuUTJppYzMPkoxQhn6BGxeKuNU/ciP+hl9g2iqo6IELh3Pu5Z57vZgzqRB6MxYWl5ZXVjNr5vrG5tZ2dme3KaNEENogEY9E28OSchbShmKK03YsKA48Tlve6Gzqt66pkCwKL9U4pm6AByHzGcFKS/XzXjaHLOQUnHIeIsvOl/LFgiZOCRXzZWhbaIbc6Xslfn41K7Ve9qXbj0gS0FARjqXs2ChWboqFYoTTidlNJI0xGeEB7Wga4oBKN50FncBDrfShHwldoYIz9ftEigMpx4GnOwOshvK3NxX/8jqJ8ktuysI4UTQk80V+wqGK4PRq2GeCEsXHmmAimM4KyRALTJT+jamf8HUp/J80Hcs+tuy6nauegDkyYB8cgCNggyKoggtQAw1AAAU34A7cG1fGrfFgPM5bF4zPmT3wA8bTB+VFkLA=</latexit>

E

<latexit sha1_base64="jrHUZL4j01GnAqE3edHoZe20VVc=">AAAB6HicdVDLSgMxFM34rOOr6tJNsAiuhsy02BYsFgRx2YJ9QDuUTJppYzMPkoxQhn6BGxeKuNU/ciP+hl9g2iqo6IELh3Pu5Z57vZgzqRB6MxYWl5ZXVjNr5vrG5tZ2dme3KaNEENogEY9E28OSchbShmKK03YsKA48Tlve6Gzqt66pkCwKL9U4pm6AByHzGcFKS/XzXjaHLOQUnHIeIsvOl/LFgiZOCRXzZWhbaIbc6Xslfn41K7Ve9qXbj0gS0FARjqXs2ChWboqFYoTTidlNJI0xGeEB7Wga4oBKN50FncBDrfShHwldoYIz9ftEigMpx4GnOwOshvK3NxX/8jqJ8ktuysI4UTQk80V+wqGK4PRq2GeCEsXHmmAimM4KyRALTJT+jamf8HUp/J80Hcs+tuy6nauegDkyYB8cgCNggyKoggtQAw1AAAU34A7cG1fGrfFgPM5bF4zPmT3wA8bTB+bJkLE=</latexit>

F
<latexit sha1_base64="8DY3TOcnuDplQfGfnuyKuY9TxA4=">AAAB6HicdVDLSgMxFM34rOOr6tJNsAiuhsy02BYsFlzosgX7gHYomTTTxmYeJBmhDP0CNy4Ucat/5Eb8Db/AtFVQ0QMXDufcyz33ejFnUiH0ZiwsLi2vrGbWzPWNza3t7M5uU0aJILRBIh6Jtocl5SykDcUUp+1YUBx4nLa80dnUb11TIVkUXqpxTN0AD0LmM4KVlurnvWwOWcgpOOU8RJadL+WLBU2cEirmy9C20Ay50/dK/PxqVmq97Eu3H5EkoKEiHEvZsVGs3BQLxQinE7ObSBpjMsID2tE0xAGVbjoLOoGHWulDPxK6QgVn6veJFAdSjgNPdwZYDeVvbyr+5XUS5ZfclIVxomhI5ov8hEMVwenVsM8EJYqPNcFEMJ0VkiEWmCj9G1M/4etS+D9pOpZ9bNl1O1c9AXNkwD44AEfABkVQBRegBhqAAApuwB24N66MW+PBeJy3LhifM3vgB4ynD+hNkLI=</latexit>

G

<latexit sha1_base64="Jc6JWSDzzNyNvm3PyFYVF00h8rM=">AAAB6HicdVDLSsNAFJ34rPFVdelmsAiuQpIW24LFgpsuW7APaEOZTCft2MkkzEyEEvoFblwo4lb/yI34G36B01ZBRQ9cOJxzL/fc68eMSmXbb8bS8srq2npmw9zc2t7Zze7tt2SUCEyaOGKR6PhIEkY5aSqqGOnEgqDQZ6Ttjy9mfvuaCEkjfqkmMfFCNOQ0oBgpLTVq/WzOtmy34Jbz0LacfClfLGjiluxivgwdy54jd/5eiZ9fzUq9n33pDSKchIQrzJCUXceOlZcioShmZGr2EklihMdoSLqachQS6aXzoFN4rJUBDCKhiys4V79PpCiUchL6ujNEaiR/ezPxL6+bqKDkpZTHiSIcLxYFCYMqgrOr4YAKghWbaIKwoDorxCMkEFb6N6Z+wtel8H/Sci3n1HIaTq56BhbIgENwBE6AA4qgCmqgDpoAAwJuwB24N66MW+PBeFy0LhmfMwfgB4ynD+nRkLM=</latexit>

H
<latexit sha1_base64="mPiXIyRiH+2l8Kt8beF9LQsaoec=">AAAB6HicdVDLSgMxFM34rOOr6tJNsAiuhsy02BYsFtzorgX7gHYomTTTxmYeJBmhDP0CNy4Ucat/5Eb8Db/AtFVQ0QMXDufcyz33ejFnUiH0ZiwsLi2vrGbWzPWNza3t7M5uU0aJILRBIh6Jtocl5SykDcUUp+1YUBx4nLa80dnUb11TIVkUXqpxTN0AD0LmM4KVluoXvWwOWcgpOOU8RJadL+WLBU2cEirmy9C20Ay50/dK/PxqVmq97Eu3H5EkoKEiHEvZsVGs3BQLxQinE7ObSBpjMsID2tE0xAGVbjoLOoGHWulDPxK6QgVn6veJFAdSjgNPdwZYDeVvbyr+5XUS5ZfclIVxomhI5ov8hEMVwenVsM8EJYqPNcFEMJ0VkiEWmCj9G1M/4etS+D9pOpZ9bNl1O1c9AXNkwD44AEfABkVQBeegBhqAAApuwB24N66MW+PBeJy3LhifM3vgB4ynD+tVkLQ=</latexit>

I
<latexit sha1_base64="KoHSTb88NVEsemy5NMcPCjWuT/o=">AAAB6HicdVDLSgMxFM34rOOr6tJNsAiuhsy02BYsFtyIqxbsA9qhZNJMG5t5kGSEMvQL3LhQxK3+kRvxN/wC01ZBRQ9cOJxzL/fc68WcSYXQm7GwuLS8sppZM9c3Nre2szu7TRklgtAGiXgk2h6WlLOQNhRTnLZjQXHgcdryRmdTv3VNhWRReKnGMXUDPAiZzwhWWqpf9LI5ZCGn4JTzEFl2vpQvFjRxSqiYL0PbQjPkTt8r8fOrWan1si/dfkSSgIaKcCxlx0axclMsFCOcTsxuImmMyQgPaEfTEAdUuuks6AQeaqUP/UjoChWcqd8nUhxIOQ483RlgNZS/van4l9dJlF9yUxbGiaIhmS/yEw5VBKdXwz4TlCg+1gQTwXRWSIZYYKL0b0z9hK9L4f+k6Vj2sWXX7Vz1BMyRAfvgABwBGxRBFZyDGmgAAii4AXfg3rgybo0H43HeumB8zuyBHzCePgDs2ZC1</latexit>

J

<latexit sha1_base64="XPHD8frMxHjrXwVOLX/DMKf3vPU=">AAAB7nicdVBLSgNBEO2Jvxh/URcu3DSGgIswzCeYyS7gxmUE84FkCD09PUmTng/dPUIYsvMCblwo4taTeAB3egBP4AHsJAoq+qDg8V4V9aq8hFEhDeNFyy0tr6yu5dcLG5tb2zvF3b22iFOOSQvHLOZdDwnCaERakkpGugknKPQY6Xjj05nfuSRc0Di6kJOEuCEaRjSgGEkldVDFq+CKPyiWDN2wqlbdhoZu2o5dqypiOUbNrkNTN+YoNQ7KV+9Pb6/NQfG578c4DUkkMUNC9EwjkW6GuKSYkWmhnwqSIDxGQ9JTNEIhEW42jzuFZaX4MIi5qkjCufp9IkOhEJPQU50hkiPx25uJf3m9VAaOm9EoSSWJ8GJRkDIoYzi7HfqUEyzZRBGEOVVZIR4hjrBUHyqoJ3xdCv8nbUs3T3Tz3Cw1HLBAHhyCI3AMTFADDXAGmqAFMBiDa3AL7rREu9HutYdFa077nNkHP6A9fgCct5OM</latexit>

a, b, c, d

<latexit sha1_base64="zk2TeLtmgjEv794uaULvpx1j1eM=">AAAB6nicdVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUQsLm8EQsJBldjeYTRewsYxoHpAsYXYymwyZfTAzK4SQztbGQhFbv8UPsNMP8Av8ACeJgooeuHA4517uuddPOJMKoRcjs7C4tLySXc2trW9sbuW3dxoyTgWhdRLzWLR8LClnEa0rpjhtJYLi0Oe06Q9Ppn7zkgrJ4uhCjRLqhbgfsYARrLR0jo/8br6ATGSX7IoDkWk5rlMuaWK7qOxUoGWiGQrVveLV+9Pba62bf+70YpKGNFKEYynbFkqUN8ZCMcLpJNdJJU0wGeI+bWsa4ZBKbzyLOoFFrfRgEAtdkYIz9fvEGIdSjkJfd4ZYDeRvbyr+5bVTFbjemEVJqmhE5ouClEMVw+ndsMcEJYqPNMFEMJ0VkgEWmCj9nZx+wtel8H/SsE3r2LTOrELVBXNkwT44AIfAAmVQBaegBuqAgD64BrfgzuDGjXFvPMxbM8bnzC74AePxA1C/kkU=</latexit>

a, b
<latexit sha1_base64="87yjMVjfrxdKnC+c4b6Y1ED3IyE=">AAAB6HicdVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUtBBoNgtcxmg9lUBmwsEzAPSJYwO5lNxsw+mJkVwpLSysZCEVu/wu+w8xu08Q+cJAoqeuDC4Zx7uedeL+ZMKoRejMzC4tLySnY1t7a+sbmV395pyigRhDZIxCPR9rCknIW0oZjitB0LigOP05Y3Op36rUsqJIvCczWOqRvgQch8RrDSUp308gVkomKpWLEhMi3bscslTYoOKtsVaJlohsLJ++vV/lP9rdbLP3f7EUkCGirCsZQdC8XKTbFQjHA6yXUTSWNMRnhAO5qGOKDSTWdBJ/BQK33oR0JXqOBM/T6R4kDKceDpzgCrofztTcW/vE6ifMdNWRgnioZkvshPOFQRnF4N+0xQovhYE0wE01khGWKBidK/yeknfF0K/yfNomkdm1bdKlQdMEcW7IEDcAQsUAZVcAZqoAEIoOAa3II748K4Me6Nh3lrxvic2QU/YDx+AIN5kd4=</latexit>

c
<latexit sha1_base64="Y+5c5e+/ZORtogz6rw1KQ/rxF20=">AAAB6HicdVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUtBBoNgtewjmE1lwMYyAfOAZAmzs7PJmNkHM7NCWFJa2VgoYutX+B12foM2/oGTREFFD1w4nHMv99zrJYwKaRgvWm5hcWl5Jb9aWFvf2Nwqbu+0RJxyTJo4ZjHveEgQRiPSlFQy0kk4QaHHSNsbnU799iXhgsbRuRwnxA3RIKIBxUgqqeH3iyVDN6yyVbWhoZu2Y1fKiliOUbGr0NSNGUon769X+0+Nt3q/+NzzY5yGJJKYISG6ppFIN0NcUszIpNBLBUkQHqEB6SoaoZAIN5sFncBDpfgwiLmqSMKZ+n0iQ6EQ49BTnSGSQ/Hbm4p/ed1UBo6b0ShJJYnwfFGQMihjOL0a+pQTLNlYEYQ5VVkhHiKOsFS/KagnfF0K/yctSzePdbNhlmoOmCMP9sABOAImqIAaOAN10AQYEHANbsGddqHdaPfaw7w1p33O7IIf0B4/AIT9kd8=</latexit>

d

<latexit sha1_base64="zm7gi/FztiHB+hp4eoKnyMPSnPY=">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</latexit>

e, f, g, h, i, j, k, l

<latexit sha1_base64="W1ubFOW2FA7Kb7diLnz0PhTQAbw=">AAAB8HicdVBLSgNBEO3xG+Mv6sKFm8YQcDEM8wlmsgu4cRnBfCQZQk+nJ2nS86G7RwhDdt7AjQtF3HoQD+BOD+AJPICdREFFHxQ83quiXpWfMCqkab5oC4tLyyurubX8+sbm1nZhZ7cp4pRj0sAxi3nbR4IwGpGGpJKRdsIJCn1GWv7oZOq3LgkXNI7O5TghXogGEQ0oRlJJF0QP9IE+1GmvUDQN0y7bVQeahuW4TqWsiO2aFacKLcOcoVjbL129P7291nuF524/xmlIIokZEqJjmYn0MsQlxYxM8t1UkAThERqQjqIRConwslngCSwppQ+DmKuKJJyp3ycyFAoxDn3VGSI5FL+9qfiX10ll4HoZjZJUkgjPFwUpgzKG0+thn3KCJRsrgjCnKivEQ8QRlupHefWEr0vh/6RpG9axYZ1ZxZoL5siBA3AIjoAFKqAGTkEdNAAGIbgGt+BO49qNdq89zFsXtM+ZPfAD2uMH5VSURQ==</latexit>

e, f, g, h, i

<latexit sha1_base64="Jc6k9Uf0A8pbvOWvg/ZqPxALGYo=">AAAB7HicdVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUQsLm8EQsAjLPoJJuoCNZQQ3CSQhzE5mkyGzs8vMrBCWdPY2ForY+il+gJ1+gF/gBzhJFFT0wIXDOfdyz71+zKhUlvViZJaWV1bXsuu5jc2t7Z387l5TRonAxMMRi0TbR5IwyomnqGKkHQuCQp+Rlj8+nfmtSyIkjfiFmsSkF6IhpwHFSGnJI6WgNOznC5ZpOWWn5kLLtN2qWylr4lStiluDtmnNUagfFK/en95eG/38c3cQ4SQkXGGGpOzYVqx6KRKKYkamuW4iSYzwGA1JR1OOQiJ76TzsFBa1MoBBJHRxBefq94kUhVJOQl93hkiN5G9vJv7ldRIVVHsp5XGiCMeLRUHCoIrg7HI4oIJgxSaaICyozgrxCAmElf5PTj/h61L4P2k6pn1i2ud2oV4FC2TBITgCx8AGFVAHZ6ABPIABBdfgFtwZ3Lgx7o2HRWvG+JzZBz9gPH4Ah66S9A==</latexit>

e, f, g
<latexit sha1_base64="4xnMGO6O6w99x7wWyDwcj+TZ7so=">AAAB6nicdVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUQsLm8EQsJBldjeYTRewsYxoHpAsYXYySYbMPpiZFcKSztbGQhFbv8UPsNMP8Av8ACeJgooeuHA4517uudePOZMKoRcjs7C4tLySXc2trW9sbuW3dxoySgShdRLxSLR8LClnIa0rpjhtxYLiwOe06Y9Opn7zkgrJovBCjWPqBXgQsj4jWGnpfHjEuvkCMpFdsisORKbluE65pIntorJTgZaJZihU94pX709vr7Vu/rnTi0gS0FARjqVsWyhWXoqFYoTTSa6TSBpjMsID2tY0xAGVXjqLOoFFrfRgPxK6QgVn6veJFAdSjgNfdwZYDeVvbyr+5bUT1Xe9lIVxomhI5ov6CYcqgtO7YY8JShQfa4KJYDorJEMsMFH6Ozn9hK9L4f+kYZvWsWmdWYWqC+bIgn1wAA6BBcqgCk5BDdQBAQNwDW7BncGNG+PeeJi3ZozPmV3wA8bjB2YFklM=</latexit>

h, i

<latexit sha1_base64="LAAEBsvzKZJNHGsYy1cn5jdEZNk=">AAAB7HicdVC7SgNBFJ31GeMramFhMxgCFmGZ3Q0m6QI2lhHcJJCEMDuZJGNmZ5eZWSGEdPY2ForY+il+gJ1+gF/gBzhJFFT0wIXDOfdyz71BzJnSCL1YC4tLyyurqbX0+sbm1nZmZ7emokQS6pOIR7IRYEU5E9TXTHPaiCXFYcBpPRieTP36JZWKReJcj2LaDnFfsB4jWBvJv8gP87yTySIbuQW37EFkO17JKxYMcUuo6JWhY6MZspX93NX709trtZN5bnUjkoRUaMKxUk0Hxbo9xlIzwukk3UoUjTEZ4j5tGipwSFV7PAs7gTmjdGEvkqaEhjP1+8QYh0qNwsB0hlgP1G9vKv7lNRPdK7XHTMSJpoLMF/USDnUEp5fDLpOUaD4yBBPJTFZIBlhios1/0uYJX5fC/0nNtZ1j2zlzspUSmCMFDsAhOAIOKIIKOAVV4AMCGLgGt+DOEtaNdW89zFsXrM+ZPfAD1uMHnoiTAw==</latexit>

j, k, l

<latexit sha1_base64="qZZJ5OzNgG+HaF4Bd92B4IoAxAQ=">AAAB6nicdVC7SgNBFJ31GeMramFhMxgCFrLsI5hNF7CxjGgekCxhdjJJxszOLjOzQljS2dpYKGLrt/gBdvoBfoEf4CRRUNEDFw7n3Ms99wYxo1JZ1osxN7+wuLScWcmurq1vbOa2tusySgQmNRyxSDQDJAmjnNQUVYw0Y0FQGDDSCIbHE79xSYSkET9Xo5j4Iepz2qMYKS2dXRwOO7m8ZVpO0Sm70DJt13NLRU0czyq5ZWib1hT5ym7h6v3p7bXayT23uxFOQsIVZkjKlm3Fyk+RUBQzMs62E0lihIeoT1qachQS6afTqGNY0EoX9iKhiys4Vb9PpCiUchQGujNEaiB/exPxL6+VqJ7np5THiSIczxb1EgZVBCd3wy4VBCs20gRhQXVWiAdIIKz0d7L6CV+Xwv9J3THtI9M+tfMVD8yQAXtgHxwAG5RABZyAKqgBDPrgGtyCO4MZN8a98TBrnTM+Z3bADxiPH2wZklc=</latexit>

j, k
<latexit sha1_base64="TnVwi3ECJnBlPpxbMdCe6mvf2iA=">AAAB6HicdVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUtBBoNgtcxmg9lUBmwsEzAPSJYwO5lNxsw+mJkVwpLSysZCEVu/wu+w8xu08Q+cJAoqeuDC4Zx7uedeL+ZMKoRejMzC4tLySnY1t7a+sbmV395pyigRhDZIxCPR9rCknIW0oZjitB0LigOP05Y3Op36rUsqJIvCczWOqRvgQch8RrDSUp338gVkomKpWLEhMi3bscslTYoOKtsVaJlohsLJ++vV/lP9rdbLP3f7EUkCGirCsZQdC8XKTbFQjHA6yXUTSWNMRnhAO5qGOKDSTWdBJ/BQK33oR0JXqOBM/T6R4kDKceDpzgCrofztTcW/vE6ifMdNWRgnioZkvshPOFQRnF4N+0xQovhYE0wE01khGWKBidK/yeknfF0K/yfNomkdm1bdKlQdMEcW7IEDcAQsUAZVcAZqoAEIoOAa3II748K4Me6Nh3lrxvic2QU/YDx+AJEdkec=</latexit>

l

<latexit sha1_base64="lTlDgkpoO/BBW1xKTnc5BVkWPLU=">AAAB6nicdVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUQsLm8EQsJBldjeYTRewsYxoHpAsYXYymwyZfTAzK4SQztbGQhFbv8UPsNMP8Av8ACeJgooeuHA4517uuddPOJMKoRcjs7C4tLySXc2trW9sbuW3dxoyTgWhdRLzWLR8LClnEa0rpjhtJYLi0Oe06Q9Ppn7zkgrJ4uhCjRLqhbgfsYARrLR0To+Cbr6ATGSX7IoDkWk5rlMuaWK7qOxUoGWiGQrVveLV+9Pba62bf+70YpKGNFKEYynbFkqUN8ZCMcLpJNdJJU0wGeI+bWsa4ZBKbzyLOoFFrfRgEAtdkYIz9fvEGIdSjkJfd4ZYDeRvbyr+5bVTFbjemEVJqmhE5ouClEMVw+ndsMcEJYqPNMFEMJ0VkgEWmCj9nZx+wtel8H/SsE3r2LTOrELVBXNkwT44AIfAAmVQBaegBuqAgD64BrfgzuDGjXFvPMxbM8bnzC74AePxA1znkk0=</latexit>

e, f
<latexit sha1_base64="AmKrzOFq/S+JY7fp3nskgeEzM7s=">AAAB6HicdVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUQsLm8EQsFpms8FsuoCNZQLmAckSZiezyZjZBzOzQljS2dlYKGLrx/gBdvoBfoEf4CRRUNEDFw7n3Ms993oxZ1Ih9GJklpZXVtey67mNza3tnfzuXktGiSC0SSIeiY6HJeUspE3FFKedWFAceJy2vfHpzG9fUiFZFJ6rSUzdAA9D5jOClZYaw36+gExUKpeqNkSmZTt2paxJyUEVuwotE81RqB0Ur96f3l7r/fxzbxCRJKChIhxL2bVQrNwUC8UIp9NcL5E0xmSMh7SraYgDKt10HnQKi1oZQD8SukIF5+r3iRQHUk4CT3cGWI3kb28m/uV1E+U7bsrCOFE0JItFfsKhiuDsajhgghLFJ5pgIpjOCskIC0yU/k1OP+HrUvg/aZVM68S0Glah5oAFsuAQHIFjYIEKqIEzUAdNQAAF1+AW3BkXxo1xbzwsWjPG58w++AHj8QM32JGp</latexit>

g

<latexit sha1_base64="Mvk5aWTvEJdIbIQDn2kG+V+VYHc=">AAAB6HicdVDLSgMxFM34rOOr6tJNsAiuhsy02BYsFtwIblqwD2iHkkkzbWzmQZIRytAvcONCEbf6R27E3/ALTFsFFT1w4XDOvdxzrxdzJhVCb8bC4tLyympmzVzf2Nzazu7sNmWUCEIbJOKRaHtYUs5C2lBMcdqOBcWBx2nLG51N/dY1FZJF4aUax9QN8CBkPiNYaal+0cvmkIWcglPOQ2TZ+VK+WNDEKaFivgxtC82QO32vxM+vZqXWy750+xFJAhoqwrGUHRvFyk2xUIxwOjG7iaQxJiM8oB1NQxxQ6aazoBN4qJU+9COhK1Rwpn6fSHEg5TjwdGeA1VD+9qbiX14nUX7JTVkYJ4qGZL7ITzhUEZxeDftMUKL4WBNMBNNZIRligYnSvzH1E74uhf+TpmPZx5Zdt3PVEzBHBuyDA3AEbFAEVXAOaqABCKDgBtyBe+PKuDUejMd564LxObMHfsB4+gDuXZC2</latexit>

K

<latexit sha1_base64="ZQC4wMIsGvuA/FfsLdeWKDvEjek=">AAAB6HicdVDLSgMxFM34rOOr6tJNsAiuhsy02BYsFty4cNGCfUA7lEyaaWMzD5KMUIZ+gRsXirjVP3Ij/oZfYNoqqOiBC4dz7uWee72YM6kQejMWFpeWV1Yza+b6xubWdnZntymjRBDaIBGPRNvDknIW0oZiitN2LCgOPE5b3uhs6reuqZAsCi/VOKZugAch8xnBSkv1i142hyzkFJxyHiLLzpfyxYImTgkV82VoW2iG3Ol7JX5+NSu1Xval249IEtBQEY6l7NgoVm6KhWKE04nZTSSNMRnhAe1oGuKASjedBZ3AQ630oR8JXaGCM/X7RIoDKceBpzsDrIbytzcV//I6ifJLbsrCOFE0JPNFfsKhiuD0athnghLFx5pgIpjOCskQC0yU/o2pn/B1KfyfNB3LPrbsup2rnoA5MmAfHIAjYIMiqIJzUAMNQAAFN+AO3BtXxq3xYDzOWxeMz5k98APG0wfv4ZC3</latexit>

L
<latexit sha1_base64="21NtPofHGgsygD1wp/ckY+ZfjVk=">AAAB6HicdVDLSgMxFM34rOOr6tJNsAiuhsy02BYsFty4EVqwD2iHkkkzbWzmQZIRytAvcONCEbf6R27E3/ALTFsFFT1w4XDOvdxzrxdzJhVCb8bC4tLyympmzVzf2Nzazu7sNmWUCEIbJOKRaHtYUs5C2lBMcdqOBcWBx2nLG51N/dY1FZJF4aUax9QN8CBkPiNYaal+0cvmkIWcglPOQ2TZ+VK+WNDEKaFivgxtC82QO32vxM+vZqXWy750+xFJAhoqwrGUHRvFyk2xUIxwOjG7iaQxJiM8oB1NQxxQ6aazoBN4qJU+9COhK1Rwpn6fSHEg5TjwdGeA1VD+9qbiX14nUX7JTVkYJ4qGZL7ITzhUEZxeDftMUKL4WBNMBNNZIRligYnSvzH1E74uhf+TpmPZx5Zdt3PVEzBHBuyDA3AEbFAEVXAOaqABCKDgBtyBe+PKuDUejMd564LxObMHfsB4+gDxZZC4</latexit>

M

Figure 3: An example of a laminar family P of height 4.

by randomly and uniformly sampling N times with replacement from the balanced configurations, then by
a standard Chernoff bound and the naïve union bound C has the required property with positive probability.)
Algorithm B letsH = C, identifying holes with cache configurations. Then, for each time t ∈ [T ], it replaces
the requestCt in µ by ψ(C\{Ct})k, that is, k repetitions of the forcing sequence for C\{Ct}. (This sequence
exists if k is large enough, by Claim 3.4 and the choice of C.) This will produce sequence σ, an instance
of One-of-m Paging. Next, B simulates A on σ. Given a solution D for σ produced by A, algorithm B
produces a solution R for µ as follows: For each t ∈ [T ], as D responds to ψ(C \{Ct})k, it either incurs cost
at least k, or uses at least one configuration P ∈ C \ {Ct}. Assume without loss of generality that only the
latter case occurs (otherwise modify D to move into any configuration in C \ {Ct} at the end of its response
to ψ(C \ {Ct})k; these modifications at most double D’s cost), and let Rt = P . The produced sequence
R = (R1, . . . , RT ) is a valid solution to µ, because Rt ∈ C \ {Ct} for t ∈ [T ].

To complete the description of B, it remains to observe that R can be indeed produced in an online
fashion, since Rt does not depend on any future requests in µ. If A is deterministic then so is B.

Claim 3.5. opt(σ) ≤ k opt(µ).

To prove this claim, given an optimal solution (R∗1, . . . , R
∗
T ) for µ = (R0, C1, . . . , CT ), consider the

corresponding solution D∗ for σ that starts in configuration R∗0 = R0, then, for each t ∈ [T ], responds to
ψ(C \ {Ct})k by having its cache in configuration R∗t ∈ C \ {Ct} for all requests in ψ(C \ Ct)

k. For each
t ∈ [T ], its response to ψ(C \ {Ct})k costs D∗ 0 if R∗t−1 = R∗t (the rat didn’t move) and otherwise at most
k (to transition the cache from R∗t−1 to R∗t ). This proves Claim 3.5.

Claim 3.6. Algorithm B is O(f(k))-competitive.

Since A is a f(k)-competitive, cost(D) ≤ f(k)opt(σ) + O(1). Whenever the rat moves (i.e., Rt−1 6=
Rt), by the definition of B, the Hamming distance betweenRt−1 andRt is Ω(k), soD paid Ω(k) to transition
from Rt−1 to Rt (possibly in multiple steps). Using Claim 3.5, we obtain that cost(R) = O(cost(D)/k) =
O(f(k)opt(σ)/k) = O(f(k)opt(µ)). That is, R is an O(f(k))-competitive solution for µ. This proves
Claim 3.6, completing the proof of the lemma.

4 Upper Bounds for Page-Laminar Paging

Recall that Page-Laminar Paging generalizes Paging by allowing each request to be a set P of pages. The
request P is satisfiable by having any page p ∈ P in the cache. We require P ∈ P , whereP is a pre-specified
laminar collection of sets of pages, whose height we denote by h. (See the example in Figure 3.) To our
knowledge, this problem has not been yet studied in the literature. In particular, we do not know whether the
optimum solution can be computed in polynomial time.
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Theorem 4.1. Page-Laminar Paging admits the following polynomial-time algorithms: an hk-competitive
deterministic online algorithm, an hHk-competitive randomized online algorithm, and an offline h-approximation
algorithm.

The proof is by reduction to standard Paging. Known polynomial-time algorithms for standard Paging
include an optimal offline algorithm [10], a deterministic k-competitive online algorithm [46] and a ran-
domized Hk-competitive online algorithm [1]. Theorem 4.1 follows directly from composing these known
results with the following lemma.

Lemma 4.1. Every f(k)-approximation algorithm A for Paging can be converted into an hf(k)-approximation
algorithm B for Page-Laminar Paging, preserving the following properties: being polynomial-time, online,
and/or deterministic.

Proof. Let A be any (possibly online, possibly randomized) f(k)-approximation algorithm for Paging. Let
Page-Laminar Paging instance π be the input to algorithm B. For any time step t and set P ∈ P , let ct(P )
denote the child of P whose subtree contains π’s most recent request to a proper descendant of P . This is
the child c of P such that Pt′ ⊆ c, where t′ = max{i ≤ t : Pi ⊂ P}. If there is no such request (t′ is
undefined or P is a leaf), then define ct(P ) = P . Define pt(P ) inductively via pt(P ) = pt(ct(P )) when
ct(P ) 6= P , and otherwise pt(P ) is an arbitrary (but fixed) page in P . Call ct(P ) and pt(P ) the preferred
child and preferred page of P at time t. At any time, P ’s preferred page can be found by starting at P and
tracing the path down through preferred children.

Define a Paging instance σ from the given instance π by replacing each request Pt in π by its preferred
page pt(Pt) (so σt = pt(Pt)). Algorithm B just simulates Paging algorithm A on input σ, and maintains
its cache exactly as A does. (Note that σ can be computed online, deterministically, in polynomial time.)
Algorithm B is correct because any solution to σ is also a solution to π (because σt = pt(Pt) ∈ Pt). And
cost(B(π)) = cost(A(σ)). To finish proving the lemma, we show opt(σ) ≤ h opt(π).

For any requested set P , define a P -phase of π to be a maximal contiguous interval [i, j] ⊆ [1, T ] such
that πt 6⊂ P for t ∈ [i + 1, j]. The P -phases for a given P partition [1, T ]. Each P -phase [i, j] (except
possibly the first, with i = 1) starts with a request to a proper descendant of P , but there are no such requests
during [i + 1, j]. It follows that ci(P ) and pi(P ) remain the preferred child and page of P throughout the
phase, that the preferred child ci(P ) of P also has the same preferred page pi(P ) throughout the phase,
and that P -phase [i, j] is contained in some ci(P )-phase. By definition of σ, each request to P in the given
instance π in interval [i, j] is replaced in σ by a request to P ’s preferred page, pi(P ).

Example. Consider the laminar family P in Figure 3. Consider also a request sequence π whose requests
π61, π62, . . . , π79 are shown in the table below:

time step: . . . 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 . . .
sequence π: . . . A B H E C K A I D E M B H A D E G A F . . .
E-phases: . . . – – H – – K – I – – M – H – – – G – F . . .
F -phases: . . . – – H – – – – I – – M – H – – – – – – . . .
sequence σ: . . . a a e e c l c h d h g a g a d g l d g . . .

The third row in the table shows E-phases, marking the beginning of each phase with the request at that step.
The fourth row shows F -phases. Assume that at time 61 the preferred page of each set in P is the leftmost
page in the leftmost leaf of its subtree. For example, p61(E) = e. Then the fifth row shows the sequence of
preferred pages that forms the resulting sequence σ.

To prove that opt(σ) ≤ h opt(π), we will start with an optimal solution for π and convert it into a
solution of σ while increasing the cost at most by a factor of h. So let C = (C1, . . . , CT ) be an optimal
solution for π. The conversion ofC into a solution for σ is given in Figure 4, and is described as an algorithm

12



1. Initialize the current instance π′ and current solution C ′ to the given instance π and its solution C.
2. Incrementally modify π′ and C ′ by repairing each phase, as follows.
3. While there is an unrepaired phase, choose any unrepaired P -phase [i, j] such that all proper descen-
dants of P have already been repaired, then repair the chosen phase as follows:

3.1. Modify the current instance π′ by replacing each request to P during [i, j] in π′ by a request to P ’s
preferred page p = pi(P ). (So, after all phases are repaired, the current instance π′ will equal σ.)

3.2. Modify the current solution C ′ during [i, j] accordingly, to ensure that C ′ continues to satisfy π′. To
do that, we will establish a stronger property throughout [i, j], namely: whenever C ′ has at least one
page in P cached, C ′ has p cached.

Say that time t ∈ [i, j] needs repair if, at time t, C ′ caches at least one page in P , but not p. For
t ← i, i + 1, . . . , j, if time t needs repair, modify what C ′ caches at time t by replacing one of its
currently cached pages qt ∈ P by p, where qt is defined greedily as follows

qt =

{
qt−1 if qt−1 is defined and still cached at time t
any page in P cached at time t otherwise.

This completes the repair of this P -phase [i, j]. The algorithm terminates after it has repaired all phases.

Figure 4: The algorithm that transforms (π,C) into (σ,C ′), by repairing each phase.

that incrementally modifies, or “repairs”, both C and π, phase by phase. It maintains the invariant that the
current solution, denoted C ′, is always correct for the current instance, denoted π′. (In π′, some requests will
be to a page, rather than a set. Any such request is satisfied only by having the requested page in the cache.)
At the end the modified instance π′ will equal σ, so that the modified solution C ′ will be a correct solution
for σ.

Specifically, we will show the following claim (whose proof we postpone):

Claim 4.2. The repair algorithm maintains the invariant that the current solutionC ′ is correct for the current
instance π′, so at termination C ′ is a correct solution for σ.

Next we bound the cost, as follows. Call a phase costly if its repair increases the cost of C ′, and free
otherwise. We show that the number of costly phases is at most (h− 1)cost(C), and that the repair of each
phase increases the cost of C ′ by at most 1. This implies that the final cost of C ′ is at most cost(C) +
(h− 1)cost(C) = h cost(C), as desired. Specifically, we will show the following claims (whose proofs we
postpone):

Claim 4.3. For any requested set P , the repair of any P -phase [i, j] increases the cost of C ′ by at most 1,
and only if j 6= T .

Claim 4.4. For any non-leaf set P , the number of costly P -phases is at most the cost paid by C for pages in
P (that is, the number of retrievals of pages in P by C).

By the definition of P -phases, each leaf set P has only one P -phase [1, T ], so by Claim 4.3 only non-leaf
sets have costly phases. Each page p is in at most h − 1 non-leaf sets P , so Claim 4.4 implies that the total
number of costly phases is at most (h − 1)cost(C). This and Claim 4.3 imply that the final cost of C ′ is at
most h cost(C) = h opt(π), proving Lemma 4.1.

It remains only to prove the three claims.
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Proof of Claim 4.2. The invariant holds initially when C ′ = C and π′ = π, just because by definition C is
an (optimal) solution for π. Suppose the invariant holds just before the repair of some P -phase [i, j]. We
will show that it continues to hold after. The repair modifies π′ by replacing each request to P during [i, j]
by a request to its preferred page p = pi(P ).

Consider any time t ∈ [i, j]. First consider the case that (before the repair) π′ requested P at time t.
In this case, C ′ cached some page in P , so (by Step 3.2 of the repair algorithm) after the repair C ′ has the
preferred page p cached, and thus C ′ satisfies the modified request (for p).

The other case is when π′ requested page at time t is not P . Then the repair doesn’t modify the request
in π′ at time t. In this case, either the repair doesn’t modify the cache at time t (in which case C ′ continues
to satisfy π′), or the repair replaces some page qt in the cache by p. If that happens, the page qt is also in
P . Also, the request in π at time t cannot be to a proper descendant of P (by definition of P -phase), so the
request in π′ at time t is either to an ancestor of P , a set disjoint from P , or an already repaired page not in
P . (We use here that no proper ancestors of P have yet had their phases repaired.) In all three cases, after
swapping p for qt (with p, qt ∈ P ), the request must still be satisfied. So the invariant holds after the repair.
At termination the invariant holds so C ′ is correct for σ.

Proof of Claim 4.3. Consider the repair of any P -phase [i, j] for any requested set P . This repair modifies
the cache only at times in [i, j]. Recall that the cost of C ′ at time t is the number of retrievals at time t, where
a retrieval is a page that C ′ caches at time t but not at time t− 1.

At each time t ∈ [i, j] that needed repair (as defined in Step 3.2 of the algorithm), the repair of the phase
replaced some page qt in the cache at time t by the preferred page p = pi(P ). This can increase the cost
only at times in [i, j + 1], and by at most 1 at each such time.

We claim the cost cannot increase at time i. Indeed, in the case that i = 1, the cost at time i equals the
number of pages cached at time i, which a repair at time 1 doesn’t change. In the case that i > 1, at time i no
repair is done, because π requests a proper descendant d of P , and the d-phase containing [i, j] has already
been repaired, so π′ requests pi(d) at time i, and now our invariant implies that C ′ already caches pi(d) at
time i. But by definition pi(P ) = pi(d), so C ′ already caches P ’s preferred page p at time i. Thus the cost
cannot increase at time i.

Next, consider any time t ∈ [i + 1, j]. To prove the claim, we show that the repair didn’t increase the
cost at time t. The repair can introduce up to two new retrievals at time t: a new retrieval of p, and/or a new
retrieval of qt−1. We show that, for each retrieval that the repair introduced, it removed another one.

Suppose it introduced a new retrieval of p at time t. That is, it replaced qt by p in the cache at time t and
(after modification) C ′ doesn’t cache p at time t − 1. The latter property (by inspection of Step 3.2 of the
algorithm) implies that C ′ caches no pages in P at time t − 1 (before or after modification). It follows that
the repair removed one retrieval of qt at time t.

Now suppose the repair introduced a new retrieval of qt−1 at time t. That is, it removed qt−1 from the
cache at time t − 1 (replacing it by p) and (after modification) C ′ caches qt−1 at time t. The latter property
implies that time t did not need repair (because if it did the repair would have taken qt = qt−1). So C ′ cached
p at time t (before and after modification). Thus the repair removed a retrieval of p at time t.

Overall, for each retrieval introduced at times in [i, j], another was removed, and therefore the cost at
times in [i, j] didn’t increase. The cost increase at time j+ 1, if any, can only be caused by the repair at time
t = j that replaced qj by p, so this increase is at most 1. This completes the proof of the claim.

Proof of Claim 4.4. Fix any non-leaf set P . First consider the repair of any P -phase [i, j] with i > 1. Let
c = ci(P ) 6= P and p = pi(P ) = pi(c) be the preferred child and page throughout the phase. When the
repair starts, the c-phase containing [i, j] has already been repaired. By inspection, that repair established
the following property of C ′ throughout [i, j]: whenever C ′ has at least one page in c cached, C ′ has c’s
preferred page p cached. None of the ancestors of c (including P ) have had their phases repaired since then,
so this property still holds just before the repair of P .
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Since i > 1, the definition of P -phases implies that at time i the instance π requests a descendant of c,
so C caches at least one page p′ in c. Suppose that C doesn’t evict p′ during [i + 1, j]. Then, at every time
during [i, j], C caches at least one page in c. Each repair for c or a descendant of c preserves this property
(because such a repair only replaces cached pages in c by other pages in c). Throughout [i, j], then, C ′ also
caches at least one page in c and, by the previous paragraph, must cache P ’s preferred page p. (Recall that P
and c have the same preferred page throughout [i, j].) In this case, by inspection of the algorithm the repair
of this P -phase does not change C ′, and the phase is not costly. We conclude that, for the phase to be costly,
C must evict p′ during [i+ 1, j].

Note that p′ ∈ c ⊂ P . Also, by Claim 4.3, this is not the final P -phase (that is, j < T ). It follows that
the number of costly P -phases [i, j] with i > 1 is at most the number of evictions of pages in P by C, before
the final P -phase (with j = T ).

Regarding the P -phase [i, j] with i = 1, if it is costly, then j < T and, by the reasoning in the paragraph
before last, in the final P -phase, there is a page p′ in P that C either evicts or leaves in the cache at time T .

By the above reasoning, the number of costly P -phases is at most the number of evictions by C of pages
in P , plus the number of pages left cached by C at time T . This sum is the number of retrievals of pages in
P by C, proving Claim 4.4.

As explained earlier, Claims 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 imply the lemma, thus the proof is now complete.

5 Slot-Laminar Paging

In this section we prove upper bounds for Slot-Laminar Paging given in Table 1. Recall that in Slot-Laminar
Paging the family S is assumed to be a laminar family of slot sets whose height we denote by h. Theorem 5.1
bounds the optimal ratios by 3h2k (deterministic), 3h2Hk (randomized) and 3h2 (offline polynomial-time
approximation). The proof of Theorem 5.1 (Section 5.1) is by a reduction of Slot-Laminar Paging to Page-
Laminar Paging, studied in Section 4. Theorem 5.2, presented in Section 5.2, tightens the deterministic
upper bound to 2hk.

5.1 Upper bounds for randomized and offline Slot-Laminar Paging

Theorem 5.1. Slot-Laminar Paging admits the following polynomial-time algorithms: a deterministic 3h2k-
competitive online algorithm, a randomized 3h2Hk-competitive online algorithm, and an offline 3h2-approximation
algorithm.

Our focus here is on uniform treatment of the three variants of Slot-Laminar Paging in the above theorem.
The ratios in this theorem have not been optimized. For example, in Section 5.2 we give a better deterministic
algorithm. For the special case when h = 2 the problem can be reduced to All-or-One Paging, for which the
ratio can be improved even further [22].

The proof of Theorem 5.1 is by a reduction of Slot-Laminar Paging to Page-Laminar Paging, in Lemma 5.1.
The reduction uses a relaxation of Slot-Laminar Paging that relaxes the constraint that each slot hold at most
one page (but still enforces the cache-capacity constraint), yielding an instance of Page-Laminar Paging.
The reduction simulates the given Page-Laminar Paging algorithm on multiple instances of Page-Laminar
Paging— one for each set S ∈ S, obtained by relaxing the subsequence that contains just those requests con-
tained in S — then aggregates the resulting Page-Laminar Paging solutions to obtain the global Slot-Laminar
Paging solution. Lemma 5.1 and Theorem 4.1 (for Page-Laminar Paging) immediately imply Theorem 5.1.

Lemma 5.1. Every fh(k)-approximation algorithm A for Page-Laminar Paging can be converted into a
3hfh(k)-approximation algorithm B for Slot-Laminar Paging, preserving the following properties: being
polynomial-time, online, and/or deterministic.
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Proof. We first define the Page-Laminar Paging relaxation of a given Slot-Laminar Paging instance. The
idea is to relax the constraint that each slot can hold at most one page, while keeping the cache-capacity
constraint. The relaxed problem is equivalent to a Page-Laminar Paging instance over “virtual” pages v(p, s)
corresponding to page/slot pairs (p, s). This virtual page can be placed in any slot, although it represents
page p being in slot s.

Formally, this relaxation is defined as follows. Fix any k-slot Slot-Heterogenous Paging instance σ =
(σ1, . . . , σT ) with requestable slot-set family S. For any page p and S ∈ S, define V (p, S) = {v(p, s) : s ∈
S}, where v(p, s) is a virtual page for the pair (p, s). Define the relaxation of σ to be the k-slot Page-Subset
Paging instance π = (P1, . . . , PT ) defined by Pt = V (pt, St) (where σt = 〈pt, St〉, for t ∈ [T ]). The
requestable-set family for π is P =

{
V (p, S) : p is any page and S ∈ S

}
. Crucially, if S is slot-laminar

with height h, then P is page-laminar with the same height h.
Instance π is a relaxation of σ in the sense that for any solution C for σ there is a solution D for π with

cost(D) ≤ cost(C). (Namely, have D keep in its cache the virtual pages v(p, s) such that C has page p
cached in slot s.) It follows that opt(π) ≤ opt(σ).

Next we define the algorithm B. Fix an fh(k)-approximation algorithm A for Page-Laminar Paging. Fix
the input σ with σt = 〈pt, St〉 (for t ∈ [T ]) to Slot-Laminar Paging algorithm B. We assume for ease of
presentation that Algorithm A is an online algorithm, and present Algorithm B as an online algorithm. If A
is not online, B can easily be executed as an offline algorithm instead.

Assume that the family S has just one rootRwith |R| ≤ k. (This is without loss of generality, as multiple
roots, being disjoint, naturally decouple any Slot-Laminar Paging instance into independent problems, one
for each root.)

For each S ∈ S , define S’s Slot-Laminar Paging subinstance σS to be obtained from σ by deleting all
requests that are not subsets of S. Let πS denote the (Page-Laminar Paging) relaxation of σS . Algorithm B
on input σ executes, simultaneously, A(πS) for every requestable set S ∈ S, giving each execution A(πS)
its own independent cache of size |S| composed of copies of the slots in S.

For each such S, Algorithm B will build its own solution, denoted B(σS), for σS , also using its own
independent cache of size |S| composed of copies of the slots in S. The desired solution to σ will then be
B(σR) (note that σ = σR).

For internal bookkeeping purposes only, in presenting Algorithm B, we consider each virtual page v(p, s)
(as defined for Page-Laminar Paging) to be a copy of page p, and we have B maintain cache configurations
that place these virtual pages in specific slots, with the understanding that the actual cache configurations are
obtained by replacing each virtual page v(p, s) (in whatever slot it’s in) by a copy of page p. This virtual
copy v(p, s) is functionally equivalently to p; for example, if placed in slot s′, it will satisfy any request
〈p, S′〉 with s′ ∈ S′. When we analyze the cost, we will consider two copies v(p, s) and v(p′, s′) to be
distinct unless (p′, s′) = (p, s). In particular, if B evicts v(p, s) while retrieving v(p, s′) (with s′ 6= s) in the
same slot, this contributes 1 to the cost of B. We will upper bound B’s cost overestimated in this way.

Correctness. Algorithm B will somehow maintain the following invariant over time:

For each requestable set S, for each virtual page v(p, s) currently cached by A(πS):

1. the solution B(σS) caches v(p, s) in some slot in S, and

2. if S has a child c with s ∈ c, and B(σc) has v(p, s) in its cache c, then in B(σS) copy v(p, s) is
in the same slot as in B(σc).

The invariant suffices to guarantee correctness of the solution B(σS) for each instance σS . Indeed, when
B(σS) receives a request 〈pt, St〉, its relaxation A(πS) has just received the request {v(pt, s) : s ∈ St},
so A(πS) is caching a virtual page v(pt, s) (for some s ∈ St) in S. By Condition 1, then, B(σS) also has
v(pt, s) in some slot in S. In the case S = St, this suffices for B(σS) to satisfy the request. In the remaining
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before
slot s1 slot s′ slot s2

root R : x1 y1 z1
...

...
...

xi yi zi
parent B(σP ) : xi+1 yi+1 v(p, s)

B(σS) : xi+2 v(p, s) zi+2

child B(σc) : v(p, s) yi+3 zi+3

=⇒

after

slot s1 slot s′ slot s2

z1 x1 y1
...

...
...

zi xi yi
v(p, s) xi+1 yi+1

v(p, s) xi+2 zi+2

v(p, s) yi+3 zi+3

Figure 5: “Rotating” slots in B(σS) and ancestors to preserve the invariant. Pages in grey are not moved.

case S has a child c with St ⊆ c, and B(σC) just received the same request, so (assuming inductively that
B(σc) is correct for σc) B(σc) has v(pt, s) in some slot s′ in St, so by Condition 2 of the invariant B(σS) has
v(pt, s) in the same slot s′ in St, as required. In particular, B(σR) will be correct for σR.

To maintain the invariant B does the following for each requestable set S. Whenever the relaxed solution
A(πS) evicts a page v(p, s), the solution B(σS) also evicts v(p, s). After this eviction both Conditions 1
and 2 will be preserved. Whenever A(πS) retrieves a page v(p, s), the solution B(σS) also retrieves v(p, s),
into any vacant slot in S (there must be one, because A(σS) caches at most |S| pages). This retrieval can
cause up to two violations of Condition 2 of the invariant: one at B(σS), because v(p, s) is already cached
by a child B(σc) but in some slot s1 6= s′; the other at the parent B(σP ) of B(σS) (if any), because v(p, s) is
already cached by the parent, but in some slot s2 6= s′. In the case that the retrieval does create two violations
(and s1 6= s2), B restores the invariant by “rotating” the contents of the slots s1, s′, and s2 in B(σS) and in
each ancestor, as shown in Figure 5. Note that yi+3 and zi+2 cannot be v(p, s), so moving v(p, s) out of slots
s′ and s2 doesn’t introduce a violation there. Thus this rotation indeed restores the invariant, at the expense
of three retrievals at the root. (The retrievals at other nodes only modify the internal state of B.) There are
three other cases: two violations with s1 = s2, one violation at B(σS), or one violation at its parent, but all
these three cases can be handled similarly, also with at most three retrievals (in fact at most two) at the root.

Total cost. Each retrieval by A(πS) causes at most 3 retrievals in B(σR), so cost(B(σR)) is at most

≤
∑
S∈S

3 cost(A(πS)) ≤
∑
S∈S

3 fh(|S|)opt(πS) ≤ 3fh(k)
∑
S∈S

opt(σS) ≤ 3hfh(k) opt(σR).

The second step uses that A(πS) is fh(|S|)-competitive for πS . The third step uses that πS is a relaxation of
σS so opt(πS) ≤ opt(σS), and that |S| ≤ k so fh(|S|) ≤ fh(k).1 The last step uses that the sets within any
given level i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , h} of the laminar family are disjoint, so opt(σR) is at least the sum, over the sets
S within level i, of opt(σS). This shows that B is a 3hfh(k)-approximation algorithm. To finish, we observe
that B is polynomial-time, online, and/or deterministic if A is.

5.2 Improved upper bound for deterministic Slot-Laminar Paging
NY: RAJ check
this section?

For Slot-Laminar Paging, this section presents a deterministic algorithm with competitive ratio O(hk), im-
proving upon the bound of O(h2k) from Theorem 5.1. The algorithm, REFSEARCH, refines EXHSEARCH.
Like EXHSEARCH, it is phase-based and maintains a configuration that can satisfy all requests in a phase;
however, in order to satisfy the next request in the current phase, the particular configuration is chosen by
judiciously moving pages in certain slots that are serving requests along a path in the laminar hierarchy.

1We assume here that fh(k′) ≤ fh(k) for k′ ≤ k, which is without loss of generality as one can simulate a cache of size k′

using a cache of size k by introducing artificial requests that force k − k′ slots to be continuously occupied.
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input: Slot-Laminar Paging instance (k,S, σ = (σ1, . . . , σT ))

1. for t← 1, 2, . . . , T , respond to the current request σt = 〈p, S〉 as follows:

1.1. if t = 1 or Rt−1 ∪ {σt} is not satisfiable: let Rt−1 = ∅ and empty the cache — start new phase

1.2. let Rt = Rt−1 ∪ {σt}
1.3. if Ct−1 satisfies σt = 〈p, S〉: let Ct = Ct−1 — redundant request

1.4. else: — non-redundant request

1.4.1. find sequences 〈s1, . . . , sm〉, 〈S0 = S, S1, . . . , Sm−1〉, and 〈p0 = p, p1, . . . , pm−1〉 s.t.
(i) Si−1 ( Si and slot si ∈ Si−1 of Ct−1 satisfies 〈pi, Si〉 ∈ rep(Rt−1), for 1 ≤ i < m, and
(ii) slot sm ∈ Sm−1 of Ct−1 either

(ii.1) does not satisfy any requests in rep(R), or
(ii.2) satisfies a request 〈p, S′〉 ∈ rep(Rt−1) such that S′ ) Sm−2

1.4.2. to obtain Ct and satisfy 〈pi−1, Si−1〉, place pi−1 in slot si, for 1 ≤ i ≤ m

Figure 6: Deterministic online Slot-Laminar Paging algorithm REFSEARCH. Note that in Step 1.4.1 we have m ≤
k + 1 − |S|, and that in (ii), if sm satisfies 〈p, S′〉 ∈ rep(Rt−1) then m ≥ 2 (because Ct−1 does not satisfy σt); thus
Sm−2 is well-defined.

Theorem 5.2. For Slot-Laminar Paging, Algorithm REFSEARCH (Fig. 6) has competitive ratio at most
2 ·mass(S)− k ≤ (2h− 1)k.

We begin by defining the terminology used in the algorithm and the proof, and establish some useful
properties. Recall that a configuration D satisfies a request r = 〈p, S〉 if there exists a slot s in S such that
s holds p in D; in this case, we also say that slot s satisfies r in D. A configuration D is said to satisfy
a set R of requests if it satisfies every request in R. A set R of requests will be called satisfiable if there
exists a configuration that satisfies R. To determine if a set R of requests is satisfied by a configuration, it
is sufficient (and necessary) to examine the maximal subset of “deepest” requests in the laminar hierarchy.
Formally, a request 〈p, S〉 is an ancestor (resp., descendant) of 〈p, S′〉 if S ⊇ S′ (resp., S ⊆ S′). For any set
R of requests, define rep(R) as the set of requests in R that do not have any proper descendants in R. That
is, rep(R) = {〈p, S〉 ∈ R : ∀S′ ( S, 〈p, S′〉 /∈ R}. For r = 〈p, S〉, define anc(r,R) = {〈p, S′〉 ∈ R : S ⊆
S′}. Lemma 5.2 establishes some basic properties of rep(R).

Lemma 5.2. Let R be a set of requests. Then,
(i) In any configuration, each slot can satisfy at most one request in rep(R).
(ii) A configuration satisfies R if and only if it satisfies rep(R).
(iii) R is satisfiable iff for any requestable set S, rep(R) has at most |S| requests to subsets of S.

Proof. (i) This part holds because any two requests in rep(R) request either different pages or disjoint slot
sets. (ii) Since rep(R) ⊆ R, if R is satisfiable, so is rep(R). On the other hand, if a configuration D satisfies
rep(R) then D satisfies R, because every r in R is an ancestor of some r′ in rep(R) and can be satisfied by
the slot satisfying r′.

(iii) Suppose that R is satisfiable. If D is a configuration that satisfies R then it also satisfies rep(R),
by (ii). By (i), for any requestable set S, all requests in rep(R) to subsets of S must be satisfied in D by
different slots of S, so there can be at most |S| such requests. To prove the reverse implication, assume that
for any requestable set S there are at most |S| requests in rep(R) to subsets of S. We construct D top-down.
Let T be the root of the laminar hierarchy S. (We could assume that T = [k], but it’s not necessary.) By
our assumption, there are at most |T | requests in rep(R). The children of T in S are disjoint, so we can
distribute these requests to the children of T in such a way that each child Q is assigned at most |Q| requests
from rep(R), and each request assigned to Q is to a subset of Q. Continuing this recursively down the tree,
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we will end up with requests assigned to leaves. Then, for any leaf L we can satisfy its assigned requests by
different slots in L.

Algorithm REFSEARCH is given in Figure 6. It consists of phases. The first phase starts in time step 1,
and each phase ends when adding the current request to the request set from this phase makes it unsatisfiable.
Within a phase, redundant requests, that is those satisfied by the current configuration, are ignored (Step 1.3).
To serve a non-redundant request σt = 〈p, S〉, the cache content is rearranged to free a slot in S. This
rearrangement involves shifting the content of some slots that serve requests in rep(R) along the path from
S to the root, to find a slot that is either unused or holds p (Step 1.4.2).

For technical reasons, in the analysis of Algorithm REFSEARCH it will be useful to introduce a slightly
refined concept of configurations. Given a request set R, an R-configuration is a configuration D in which
each request in rep(R) is served by exactly one slot. (By Lemma 5.2(i), each slot can serve only one
request in rep(R), but in general in a configuration serving R there may be multiple slots that serve the same
request in rep(R).) Slots in D that do not serve requests in rep(R) are called free in D. Observe that each
configuration Ct of Algorithm REFSEARCH implicitly is an Rt-configuration – due to the assignment of
slots in Step 1.4.2. Also, if the slot sm chosen by the algorithm in Step 1.4.1 satisfies condition (ii.1) then
sm is a free slot of D, according to our definition.

The following helper claim, which characterizes when a particular request is not satisfied by a given
configuration, follows directly from Lemma 5.2(iii).

Claim 5.3. Let R be a set of requests and D be an R-configuration. Let also r = 〈p, S〉 be a request such
that D does not satisfy r, yet R ∪ {r} is satisfiable. Then D has a slot s in S that is either free or satisfies a
request 〈p′, S′〉 ∈ rep(R) where S ( S′.

The following lemma establishes the validity of Steps 1.4.1 and 1.4.2 of Algorithm REFSEARCH.

Lemma 5.4. Let R be a set of requests and D be an R-configuration. Let r = 〈p0, S0〉 be a request
such that r is not satisfied by D and R ∪ {r} is satisfiable. Then there exist sequences 〈s1, . . . , sm〉,
〈S0, S1, . . . , Sm−1〉, and 〈p0, p1, . . . , pm−1〉 such that (i) Si−1 ( Si and si ∈ Si−1 is currently satisfying
request 〈pi, Si〉 ∈ rep(R), for 1 ≤ i < m, and (ii) sm ∈ Sm−1 is either a free slot or is currently satisfying
〈p0, S

′〉 ∈ rep(R) for some S′ ) Sm−2. Furthermore, transforming D by moving page pi−1 to slot si (and
modifying the slot assignment in D accordingly), for 1 ≤ i ≤ m, yields an (R ∪ {r})-configuration.

Proof. The proof is by induction on the depth of S0 in the laminar hierarchy. For the induction base, consider
S0 = [k]. Since r is not satisfied by D, R ∪ {r} is satisfiable, and every requestable slot set is subset of [k],
we obtain from Claim 5.3 that there is a free slot s1 ∈ S0. The desired claim of the lemma holds with m = 1
and sequences 〈s1〉, 〈S0〉 and 〈p0〉 which satisfy (i). Since s1 is free, bringing page p0 to slot s1 yields a
(R ∪ {r})-configuration.

We now establish the induction step. Let R, D, and r = 〈p0, S0〉 be as given. By Claim 5.3 there are
two cases. In the first case, there is a free slot s1 ∈ S0 in D. Then the desired claim holds with m = 1, and
sequences 〈s1〉, 〈S0〉 and 〈p0〉. Furthermore, as in the base case, since s1 is free, bringing page p0 to slot s1

yields an (R ∪ {r})-configuration.
The remainder of this proof concerns the second case, in which there is a slot s1 ∈ S0 currently satisfying

a request r′ = (p1, S1) in rep(R) with S0 ( S1. Let D′ denote the configuration that is identical to D except
that D has p0 in slot s1. Since D is an R-configuration, no other slot satisfies r′ in D; the same holds in
D′. Hence, D′ does not satisfy r′. Furthermore, D′ satisfies every request in rep(R) other than r′. Let
R′ = R ∪ {r} \ anc(r′, R). In D′, s1 satisfies r. Consider any request x in R \ anc(r′, R). By definition of
rep(R), there exists a request x′ in rep(R) that is a descendant of x. Since R′ does not include any ancestors
of r′, x′ is not r′ and hence is satisfied by some slot inD′. We thus obtain thatD′ satisfiesR′ and, in factD′ is
an R′-configuration. In D′ slot s1 is assigned to r, and if there is a request (p, S′) in rep(R) then its assigned
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slot is designated as free in D′. At the same time, D′ does not satisfy r′. Further, since R′ ∪ {r′} is a subset
of R ∪ {r}, which is satisfiable, R′ ∪ {r′} is also satisfiable. Since S1 ) S0, by the induction hypothesis,
there are sequences 〈s2, . . . , sm〉, 〈S1, S2, . . . Sm−1〉 and 〈p1, p2, . . . , pm−1〉 such that (i) Si−1 ( Si and
si ∈ Si−1 is currently satisfying (pi, Si) ∈ rep(R′), for 2 ≤ i < m; and either (ii.1) sm is a free slot in D′ or
(ii.2) is currently satisfying a request (p1, S

′) ∈ rep(R′) for some S′ ) S1. Note, however, that sm has to be
a free slot in D′ since (ii.2) above cannot hold: any request (p1, S

′) is in anc(r′, R), all requests of which are
excluded from R′. Furthermore, transforming D′ to D′′ by moving page pi−1 to si for 2 ≤ i ≤ m, satisfies
R′ ∪ {r′}.

We now establish the desired claim forD,R, and r. Consider sequences 〈s1, . . . , sm〉, 〈S0, S1, . . . Sm−1〉
and 〈p0, . . . , pm−1〉. The desired condition (i) follows from (i) of the induction hypothesis above and the fact
that in D, s1 ∈ S0 is currently satisfying a request (p1, S1) in rep(R) with S0 ( S1. For (ii), note that
since sm is a free slot in D′, either sm is a free slot in D or (p0, S

′) is in rep(R) for some S′ ) Sm−2, thus
establishing (ii). Finally, transforming D to D′′ by moving pi−1 to si for 1 ≤ i ≤ m, satisfies R′ ∪ {r′}.
Since any request satisfying r′ also satisfies all ancestors of r′, we have rep(R ∪ {r}) = rep(R′ ∪ {r′}),
implying that D′′ also satisfies R ∪ {r}. This completes the induction step and the proof of the lemma.

Proof of Theorem 5.2. We first argue that at any time t, configuration Ct of REFSEARCH satisfies the set Rt

of requests from the current phase of the algorithm. The proof is by induction on the number of steps within
a phase. When the phase is about to start at time t then Rt−1 is set to ∅, so the claim holds. For the induction
step, consider a step t within a phase and assume that Ct−1 satisfies Rt−1. If Ct−1 satisfies new request σt,
then by Step 3.3, Ct satisfies Rt. Otherwise, Rt−1 ∪ {σt} is satisfiable but Ct−1 does not satisfy σt. Then,
by Lemma 5.4, Steps 1.4.1 and 1.4.2 derive a configuration Ct satisfying Rt, completing the induction step
and the argument that at any time t, Ct satisfies Rt.

We next analyze the competitive ratio. We first show that the number of page retrievals during a phase
of REFSEARCH is at most 2 · mass(S). Let R denote the set of requests in the current phase. We charge
the cost in this phase to the depths of the requests in rep(R). The cost of Step 1.4.2 is m. If sm satisfies
condition (ii.1), then rep(R ∪ {σt}) = rep(R)∪ {σt} and the depth of S is at least m, so the charge per unit
depth is at most 1. Otherwise, condition (ii.2) holds and rep(R ∪ {σt}) = rep(R)∪ {σt} \ {〈p, S′〉}. In this
case we have σt inherit the charges to 〈p, S′〉, and we charge the cost ofm to the difference in depths of S and
S′, which is at least m− 1 (because Sm−2 ( S′), so the charge per unit of depth is at most m/(m− 1) ≤ 2.
(Note that in this case m ≥ 2.) When the phase ends, a request at depth d was charged at most d times, and
these charges include at least one unit charge, so its total charge is most 2d−1. Thus the algorithm’s cost per
phase is at most 2 ·mass(S)− k ≤ (2h− 1)k. The optimal cost in a phase is at least 1 as no configuration
satisfies all requests in the phase and the request that starts the next phase. The theorem follows.

6 All-or-One Paging

Recall that All-or-One Paging is the extension of standard Paging that allows two types of requests: A general
request for a page p, denoted 〈p, ∗〉, can be served by having p in any cache slot. A specific request 〈p, j〉,
where j ∈ [k], must be served by having p in slot j of the cache. (Section 2 gives a formal definition.) It is a
restriction of Slot-Laminar Paging with h = 2.

For All-or-One Paging, this section first shows that the optimal randomized ratio is at least 2Hk −O(1).
It then shows that the offline problem is NP-hard.

6.1 Lower bound for randomized All-or-One Paging

Theorem 6.1. Every online randomized algorithm A for the All-or-One Paging problem has competitive
ratio at least 2Hk − 1.
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Proof. We establish our lower bound by giving a probability distribution on the input sequences for which
any deterministic algorithm A has expected cost at least 2Hk − 1 times the optimum cost. Without loss
of generality we can assume that A is lazy, in the sense that it retrieves a page only when it is necessary to
satisfy a request. We use some fixed k+1 pages p1, p2, . . . , pk+1 and the random input sequence will consist
of L phases, where L is some large integer.

Consider any phase. To ease notation, by symmetry, assume without loss of generality that when the
phase starts the adversary has pages p1, p2, . . . , pk in the cache, with each page pi in slot i, for i = 1, 2, . . . , k.
To start the phase, the adversary chooses a random permutation pi1 , pi2 , . . . , pik of these k pages, replaces
pik in its cache by pk+1, at cost 1, then makes request 〈pk+1, ∗〉, followed by k − 1 stages. Each stage
s = 1, 2, . . . , k − 1 consists of L · (2Hk − 1) repetitions of the request sequence

〈pi1 , i1〉 , 〈pi2 , i2〉 , . . . , 〈pis , is〉 , 〈pk+1, ∗〉 ,

which costs the adversary nothing.
It remains to bound the expected cost of A. Let E denote the event that for every phase and every stage s

in the phase, the configuration of A at the end of the stage has each page pir , for r = 1, 2, . . . , s− 1, in slot
ir and one of the slots in [k] \ {i1, . . . , is−1} contains pk+1. We will separately bound the expected cost of
A conditioned on E, and the expected cost of A conditioned on E.

We first analyze the expected cost of A conditioned on E. Consider any stage s of any phase. If this
is the first stage of the first phase, then A and the adversary start with the same configuration. Otherwise,
since event E holds, the configuration of A has each page pir , for r = 1, 2, . . . , s − 1, in slot ir, and
one of the slots in [k] \ {i1, . . . , is−1} contains pk+1. Since the probability distribution of is is uniform
in [k] \ {i1, i2, . . . , is−1}, the probability that A has pk+1 in slot is equals 1/(k − s + 1). If it does, the
cost of A is at least 2 in stage s, because pis will need to be fetched into slot is and pk+1 will need to
be moved to a different slot. So the expected cost of A in this stage is at least 2/(k − s + 1). Summing
over all stages s = 1, 2, . . . , k − 1 and adding 1 for the first request, the expected cost of A for a phase,
conditioned on event E, will be at least 2(Hk − 1) + 1 = 2Hk − 1. On the other hand, the adversary pays
1 for each phase. Therefore, the expected total cost of A over L phases, conditioned on event E, is at least
L · (2(Hk − 1) + 1) = L · (2Hk − 1), which grows with L, and is at least 2Hk − 1 times the adversary’s
total cost.

We next analyze the expected cost of A conditioned on E. The event E implies that there is a stage s of
a phase in which A does not end with a configuration in which page pir , for r = 1, 2, . . . , s − 1, is in slot
ir, and one of the slots in [k] \ {i1, . . . , is−1} contains pk+1. Since such a configuration satisfies all requests
in the stage and A is lazy, this implies that A never reaches such a configuration in the stage. Therefore, the
cost of A in this stage alone is at least L · (2Hk − 1). Since the adversary pays 1 for each phase, the total
cost of the adversary is L. Therefore, the expected total cost of A conditioned on E is at least 2Hk− 1 times
the adversary’s total cost.

We thus obtain the expected total cost of A grows with L and is at least 2Hk − 1 times the adversary’s
total cost. Therefore, the competitive ratio of A is at least 2Hk − 1.

6.2 NP-completeness of offline All-or-One Paging

The off-line version of Paging, where the request sequence is given upfront, can be solved in timeO(n log n)
using the classical algorithm by Belady [11]. All-or-One Paging differs from standard Paging only by inclu-
sion of specific requests, which appear easy to handle because they don’t give the algorithm any choice. In
this section we show that this intuition is not valid:

Theorem 6.2. Offline All-or-One Paging is NP-complete.
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Proof of Theorem 6.2. Let G = (V,E) be a graph with vertex set V = {0, 1, . . . , n− 1}. Given an integer
k, 1 ≤ k ≤ n, we compute in polynomial time a request sequence σ and an integer F such that the following
equivalence holds: G has a vertex cover of size k if and only if there is a solution for σ whose cost with a
cache size k + 2 is at most F .

At a fundamental level our proof resembles the argument in [27], where NP-completeness of an interval-
packing problem was proved. The basic idea of the proof is to represent the vertices by a collection of
intervals with specified endpoints that are to be packed into a strip of width k. These intervals will be
represented by pairs of requests, one at the beginning and one at the end of the interval, and the strip to be
packed is the cache. Since the strip’s capacity is bounded by k, only a subset of intervals can be packed, and
the intervals that are packed correspond to a vertex cover.

There will actually be many “bundles” of such intervals, with each bundle containing n intervals cor-
responding to the n vertices. If we had |E| bundles and if we forced each bundle’s packing (that is, its
corresponding set of vertices) to be the same, we could add an edge-gadget to each bundle that will verify
that all edges are covered. While it does not seem possible to design these bundles to force all bundles’
packings to be equal, there is a way to design them to ensure that the packing of each bundle is dominated
(in the sense to be defined shortly) by the next one, and this dominance relation has polynomial depth. So
with polynomially many bundles we can ensure that there will be |E| consecutive equally packed bundles,
allowing us to verify whether the vertex set corresponding to this packing is indeed a correct vertex cover.

Set dominance. We consider the family of all k-element subsets of V . For any two k-element sets X,Y ⊆
V , we say that Y dominates X , and denote it X � Y , if there is a 1-to-1 function ψ : X → Y such that
x ≤ ψ(x) for all x ∈ X . We write X ≺ Y iff X � Y and X 6= Y . The dominance relation is a partial
order. The following lemma from [27] will be useful:

Lemma 6.1. Let X1, X2, . . . , Xp ⊆ V be sets of cardinality k such that X1 ≺ X2 ≺ . . . ≺ Xp. Then
p ≤ k(n− k).

Cover chooser. We start by specifying the “cover chooser” sequence σ′ of requests. In this sequence some
time slots will not have assigned requests. Some of these unassigned slots will be used later to insert requests
representing edge gadgets.

Let m = |E|+ 1. (For notation-related reasons, it is convenient to have m be one larger than the number
of edges.) Let also P = k(n− k) + 1 and B = mP . In σ′ we will use the following pages and requests:

• We have nB pages xb,j , for b = 0, 1, . . . , B − 1 and j = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1. For each page xb,j there
are two general requests 〈xb,j , ∗〉 in σ′ at time steps τb,j = 9(bn+ j) and τ ′b,j = 9(bn+ j) + 9n− 6.
These requests are called vertex requests. They are grouped into bundles of requests, where bundle b
consists of all 2n general requests to pages xb,0, xb,1, . . . , xb,n−1. See Figures 7 and 8 for illustration.

• We have B pages yb, for b = 0, 1, . . . , B − 1. For each page yb we have two specific requests
〈yb, k + 1〉 and 〈yb, k + 2〉 in σ′, at times θb = τ ′b,0 − 2 = τb,n−1 + 1 and θ′b = τ ′b,0 − 1 = τb,n−1 + 2,
respectively. For each b, these requests are called b-blocking requests, because for each page xb,j in
bundle b we have θb, θ′b ∈ [τb,j , τ

′
b,j ], so these two requests make it impossible to have both requests

〈xb,j , ∗〉 served in cache slots k + 1 or k + 2 with only one fault.

Slots 1, 2, . . . , k in the cache will be referred to as vertex slots. Slot k+ 1 is called the edge-gadget slot, and
slot k + 2 is called the junkyard slot.

Let F ′ = (2n − k + 2)B. For any solution S of σ′ and any bundle b, denote by VS,b the set of vertices
j ∈ V for which S does not fault in σ′ on request 〈xb,j , ∗〉 at time τ ′b,j . In other words, S keeps xb,j in the
cache throughout the time interval [τb,j , τ

′
b,j ].
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9

⌧b,4⌧b,3⌧b,2⌧b,1

⌧ 0b,0 ⌧ 0b,1 ⌧ 0b,2 ⌧ 0b,3 ⌧ 0b,4

⌧b,0 ⌧b+1,0 ⌧b+1,1 . . .

hxb,1, ⇤i
hxb,2, ⇤i

hxb,3, ⇤i
hxb,4, ⇤i

hxb+1,0, ⇤i

hxb�1,4, ⇤i
hxb,0, ⇤i

Figure 7: The sequence of vertex requests, for n = 5. The shaded region contains requests from bundle b.

1

⌧ 0b,j⌧ 0b,j�1 ⌧b+1,j�1 ⌧b+1,j

hxb,j�1, ⇤i hxb+1,j�1, ⇤i

hxb+1,j , ⇤ihxb,j , ⇤i

Figure 8: A more detailed picture showing relations between general requests to pages xb,j−1, xb,j , xb+1,j−1, and
xb+1,j , where 1 ≤ j ≤ n− 1.

Lemma 6.2. (a) The minimum number of faults on σ′ in a cache of size k+ 2 is F ′. (b) If S is a solution for
σ′ with at most F ′ faults, then for any b = 0, 1, . . . , B − 2 we have VS,b � VS,b+1.

Proof. (a) There are 2B specific b-blocking requests 〈yb, k + 1〉 and 〈yb, k + 2〉 and all of these are faults.
Consider a bundle b. For this bundle, for each j, the two requests 〈xb,j , ∗〉 at times τb,j and τ ′b,j are separated
by requests 〈yb, k + 1〉 and 〈yb, k + 2〉. Thus if S does not fault at time τ ′b,j then page xb,j must have been
stored in one of the vertex slots 1, 2, . . . , k throughout the time interval [τb,j , τ

′
b,j ]. As there are k vertex slots,

S can avoid faulting on at most k requests in bundle b. So, including the faults at 〈yb, k + 1〉 and 〈yb, k + 2〉,
the number of faults in S associated with this bundle b will be at least 2 + k + 2(n− k) = 2n− k + 2. We
thus conclude that the total number of faults is at least F ′.

It is also possible to achieve only F ′ faults on σ′, as follows: for each b, and for each vertex j =
0, 1, . . . , k−1, at time τb,j load xb,j into cache slot j+1 and keep it there until time τ ′b,j . For j = k, . . . , n−1,
load each request to xb,j into slot k + 2. This will give us exactly F ′ faults.

(b) If S makes at most F ′ faults, since there are 2B faults on the blocking requests and for each bundle
S makes at least 2n−k faults on vertex requests, S must make exactly 2n−k faults on vertex requests from
each bundle, including one request for each vertex j ∈ VS,b and two requests for each vertex j /∈ Vs,b. If
u ∈ VS,b and xb,u is stored by S in slot ` of the cache throughout its interval [τb,u, τ

′
b,u], and if some xb+1,v,

for v ∈ VS,b+1, is stored by S in slot ` throughout its interval [τb+1,v, τ
′
b+1,v], then we must have v ≥ u. This

is because otherwise we would have τb+1,v < τ ′b,u, that is the intervals of xb,u and xb+1,v would overlap, so
we would fault at least three times on the requests to these two pages. This implies part (b).

We partition all bundles into phases, where phase p = 0, 1, . . . , P − 1 consists of m bundles b =
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pm, pm+ 1, . . . , pm+m− 1. (Recall that m = |E|+ 1.) The corollary below states that there is a phase p
in which all sets VS,b must be equal. It follows directly from Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2, by applying the pigeonhole
principle.

Corollary 6.3. If S is a solution for σ′ with F ′ faults, then there is index p, 0 ≤ p ≤ P − 1, for which
VS,pm = VS,pm+1 = · · · = VS,pm+m−1.

Edge gadget. For each fixed phase p, we create m− 1 edge gadgets, one for each edge. Ordering the edges
arbitrarily, the gadget for the eth edge, where 0 ≤ e ≤ m − 2, will be denoted ωp,e, and it will consist of
8 requests between times θ′pm+e and θpm+e+1, that is in the region where bundles pm + b and pm + b + 1
overlap.

Let the eth edge be (u, v), where u < v. Edge gadget ωp,e uses six new pages zp,u, zp,v, gp,u, gp,v, hp,u
and hp,v, and consists of the following requests:

• Two specific requests 〈zp,u, k + 2〉 at times τ ′pm+e,u + 2 and τ ′pm+e,u + 4, and two specific requests
〈zp,v, k + 2〉 at times τ ′pm+e,v + 2 and τ ′pm+e,v + 4.

• General requests 〈gp,u, ∗〉, 〈gp,v, ∗〉, at times τ ′pm+e,u + 3 and τ ′pm+e,v + 3.

• A pair of requests 〈hp,u, k + 1〉, 〈hp,u, ∗〉, the first one specific and the second one general, at times
τ ′pm+e,u + 1 and τ ′pm+e,v + 1, respectively.

• A pair of requests 〈hp,v, ∗〉, 〈hp,v, k + 1〉, the first one general and the second one specific, at times
τ ′pm+e,u + 5 and τ ′pm+e,v + 5, respectively.

1

⌧ 0pm+e,u ⌧ 0pm+e,v ⌧pm+e+1,v⌧pm+e+1,u

hxpm+e,u, ⇤i hxpm+e+1,u, ⇤i

hxpm+e+1,v, ⇤ihxpm+e,v, ⇤i

hgp,v, ⇤i

hgp,u, ⇤i

hhp,u, ⇤i

hhp,v, ⇤i hhp,v, k + 1i
hhp,u, k + 1i

hzp,u, k + 2i hzp,u, k + 2i hzp,v, k + 2i hzp,v, k + 2i

Figure 9: Gadget ωp,e. Requests 〈xpm+e,u, ∗〉 , 〈xpm+e+1,u, ∗〉, 〈xpm+e,v, ∗〉 , and 〈xpm+e+1,v, ∗〉 are not part of this
gadget; they are shown only to illustrate how gadget ωp,e fits into the overall request sequence.

Consider now possible solutions of gadget ωp,e. Notice that this gadget will require 7 faults regardless
of all other requests, since we need to make two faults on requests 〈gp,u, ∗〉, 〈gp,v, ∗〉, at least two faults
on requests to pages 〈zp,u, k + 2〉, 〈zp,v, k + 2〉, and at least three faults on requests 〈hp,u, k + 1〉, 〈hp,u, ∗〉,
〈hp,v, ∗〉, and 〈hp,v, k + 1〉. (This is because if we retain page hp,u in slot k + 1 until time τ ′pm+e,v + 1, so
that we do not fault on 〈hp,u, ∗〉, then we will fault on both requests 〈hp,v, ∗〉, and 〈hp,v, k + 1〉.) Another
important observation is that if we fault only 7 times on ωp,e then one of requests 〈gp,u, ∗〉, 〈gp,v, ∗〉 must be
put in a vertex cache slot (that is, one of slots 1, 2, . . . , k). A solution that puts 〈gp,u, ∗〉 in a vertex slot is
called a u-solution of ωp,e and a solution that puts 〈gp,v, ∗〉 in a vertex slot is called a v-solution of ωp,e. (A
solution of ωp,e can be both a u-solution and a v-solution.)

Complete reduction. Let F = F ′ + 7P (m − 1). Our request sequence σ constructed for G consists of σ′

and of all P (m− 1) edge gadgets ωp,e defined above inserted into σ at their specified time steps. (At some
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time steps there will not be any requests.) To complete the proof it is now sufficient to show the following
claim.

Claim 6.4. G has a vertex cover of size k if and only if σ has a solution with at most F faults in a cache of
size k + 2.

(⇒) Suppose thatG has a vertex cover U of size k. We construct a solution for σ as follows. Each vertex
j ∈ U is assigned to some uniqe vertex cache slot and all 2B requests 〈xb,j , ∗〉 associated with vertex j are
served in this slot. This will create kB faults. For j /∈ U , all requests 〈xb,j , ∗〉 are served in the junkyard slot
k + 2 at cost 2(n− k)B. Together with the 2B blocking requests 〈yb, k + 1〉 and 〈yb, k + 2〉, this will give
us F ′ = (2n− k + 2)B faults. For each p = 0, 1, . . . , P − 1, and for each e = 0, 1, . . . ,m− 2, we do this:
Let the eth edge of G be (u, v). Since U is a vertex cover, we either have u ∈ U or v ∈ U . If u ∈ U , we
use the u-solution for gadget ωp,e, with g∗p,u served in the cache slot associated with u. If v ∈ U , we use the
v-solution for gadget ωp,e, with 〈gp,v, ∗〉 served in the cache slot associated with v. This will give us 7 faults
for this gadget, adding up to 7P (m− 1) faults on all edge gadgets. Then the total number of faults on σ will
be F ′ + 7P (m− 1) = F .

(⇐) Now suppose that there is a solution S for σ with at most F faults. By the earlier observations,
we know that S must have exactly F faults, including exactly F ′ faults on the request in σ′ and exactly 7
faults per each edge gadget. As there are F ′ faults on σ′, we can find some p, 0 ≤ p ≤ P − 1, such that
VS,pm = VS,pm+1 = · · · = VS,pm+m−1, per Corollary 6.3. Let U = VS,pm. For each j ∈ U , all requests
〈xb,j , ∗〉, for b = pm, pm+1, . . . , pm+m−1, must be in the same slot, that we refer to as the slot associated
with vertex j. The size of U is k, and we claim that U must be a vertex cover. To show this, let (u, v) be an
edge, and let e be its index. Solution S makes 7 faults on gadget ωp,e, so for this gadget it must be either a
u-solution or a v-solution. If it is a u-solution then 〈gp,u, ∗〉 is served in some vertex cache slot. But the only
vertex slot available in that time step is the slot associated with vertex u. This means that u must be in U .
The case of a v-solution is symmetric. Thus we obtain that either u ∈ U or v ∈ U . This holds for each edge,
implying that U is a vertex cover. This proves the claim, and completes the proof of the theorem.

7 Weighted All-Or-One Paging

This section initiates the study of Heterogenous k-Server in non-uniform metrics. Weighted All-Or-One
Paging is the natural weighted extension of All-or-One Paging (allowing general and specific requests) in
which the pages have weights and the cost of retrieving a page is its weight. This is equivalent to Heteroge-
nous k-Server in star metrics with requestable-set family S = {[k]} ∪ {{s} : s ∈ [k]}. This section proves
the following theorem:

Theorem 7.1. Weighted All-Or-One Paging has a deterministic O(k)-competitive online algorithm.

The bound is optimal up to a small constant factor, as the optimal ratio for standard Weighted Paging
is k. Figure 10 shows the algorithm. It is implicitly a linear-programming primal-dual algorithm. Note
that the standard linear program for standard Weighted Paging doesn’t have constraints that force pages into
specific slots—indeed, those constraints make even the unweighted problem an NP-hard special case of
Multicommodity Flow. As a small example that illustrates the challenge, consider a cache of size k = 2,
and repeatedly make three requests: a general request to a weight-1 page, and specific requests to different
weight-zero pages in slots 1 and 2. The weight-zero requests force the weight-1 page to be evicted with each
round, so the optimal cost is the number of rounds. But the solution of the classical linear-program relaxation
will have value 1. Thus this linear program cannot be used to bound the competitive ratio.

Here is a sketch of the proof of Theorem 7.1, then the detailed proof. Fix an optimal solution C, that
is opt(σ) = cost(C). For each t ∈ [T ], let xt ∈ {0, 1} be an indicator variable for the event that C evicts
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input: Weighted All-Or-One Paging instance (k, σ), where σt = 〈pt, st〉 for t ∈ [T ]

1. initialize cap[t]← credit[t]← 0 for each t ∈ [T ]

2. assume that 〈pt, st〉 = 〈0, t〉 for t ∈ [k] — k specific requests to artificial weight-0 page in each slot

3. for t← k + 1, k + 2, . . . , T :

3.1. if 〈pt, st〉 is a specific request with no equivalent request t′ (s.t. 〈pt′ , st′〉 = 〈pt, st〉) in the cache:

3.1.1. evict any cached general request to page pt, and any cached request in slot st
3.1.2. put t in slot st — note cap[t] = credit[t] = 0

3.2. else if 〈pt, st〉 is a general request not satisfied by any cached request t′ (s.t. pt′ = pt):

3.2.1. define


`t(s) := max{t′ ≤ t : st′ = s} for s ∈ [k] — most recent specific request to slot s

A := {s ∈ [k] : cap[`t(s)] ≥ 1
2 wt(pt) and s does not hold a specific request}

B := {s ∈ [k] : slot s holds a general request of weight at least 1
2 wt(pt)}

3.2.2. while |A| ≤ |B|:
3.2.2.1. continuously raise cap[`t(s)] for s ∈ [k] and credit[t′] for each cached request t′, at unit rate,
3.2.2.2. evicting each request t′ such that credit[t′] = wt(pt′), and updating A and B continuously

3.2.3. choose a slot s ∈ A \B; evict the request t′ currently in slot s (if any)
3.2.4. put t in slot s — note credit[t] = 0

3.3. else: classify the (already satisfied) request as redundant and ignore it

Figure 10: An O(k)-competitive online algorithm for Weighted All-Or-One Paging. For technical convenience, we
present the algorithm as caching request times rather than pages, with the understanding that request t represents page
pt.

request t before satisfying another request t′ > t with the same page/slot pair that satisfied t. Let R ⊆ [T ]
be the set of all specific requests, and for each t ∈ R, let yt be the amount C pays to retrieve pages into
slot st before the next specific request to slot st (if any). Define the pseudo-cost of the optimal solution to
be
∑T

t=1 wt(pt)xt +
∑

t∈R yt. The pseudo-cost is at most 2 opt(σ). As the algorithm proceeds, define the
residual cost to be

∑T
t=1 max(0,wt(pt)xt − credit[t]) +

∑
t∈R max(0, yt − cap[t]). The residual cost is

initially the pseudo-cost (at most 2 opt(σ)), and remains non-negative throughout, so the total decrease in the
residual cost is at most 2 opt(σ). One can show (Lemma 7.1) that whenever the algorithm is raising credits
and capacities at time t, there is either a cached request t′ with xt′ = 1 and credit[t′] < wt(pt′), or there is a
slot s with yt′ > cap[t′], where t′ = `t(s) ∈ R. It follows that the residual cost is decreasing at least at unit
rate in Step 3.2.2.1.

On the other hand, the algorithm is raising k capacities and at most k credits, so the value of φ =∑T
t=1 credit[t]+

∑
t∈R cap[t] is increasing at rate at most 2k. So, the final value of φ is at most 4k opt(σ). To

finish, we show by a charging argument that the algorithm’s cost is at most 6φ+3 opt(σ) ≤ (24k+3) opt(σ).
Here is the detailed proof. Consider any execution of the algorithm on a k-slot instance σ. To ease

notation and streamline the analysis, without loss of generality we will make the following assumptions:

• The first k requests are specific requests for an artificial weight-zero page in each of the k slots.
• Each request is not redundant (per Step 3.3).
• The last k requests are specific requests for an artificial weight-zero page in each of the k slots.

These assumptions can indeed be made without loss of generality, as the zero-weight requests do not have
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any cost, the algorithm ignores redundant requests, and removing redundant requests doesn’t increase the
optimum cost. For technical convenience, we think of the algorithm and the optimal solution as caching
request times rather than pages, with the understanding that request t represents page pt. We first prove a key
lemma used in the proof of the theorem.

Lemma 7.1. Suppose that, while responding to a general request t, the algorithm is executing Step 3.2.2.1
(that is, the loop condition in Step 3.2.2 is satisfied). Then, in any solution C, just after C has responded to
request t, either
(i) C has evicted some request t′ currently cached by the algorithm, or
(ii) for some slot s ∈ [k], after the most recent specific request `t(s) to slot s solution C has incurred cost
more than cap[`t(s)] for retrievals into s.

Proof. If C satisfies property (i), we are done. So assume that it doesn’t, and we will show that then
property (ii) holds. If (i) doesn’t hold then, just after responding to request t, in addition to the current general
request pt, solution C caches every request t′ that is cached by the algorithm. This, together with the loop
condition, implies that C has at least |B|+ 1 ≥ |A|+ 1 generally requested pages of weight at least 1

2 wt(pt)
in its cache. Thus one of these pages, say pt′ , is in a slot s /∈ A. The choice of pt′ and the definition of A
imply then that the cost of C for retrievals into s after time `t(s) is at least wt(pt′) ≥ 1

2 wt(pt) > cap[`t(s)],
so property (ii) holds.

Proof of Theorem 7.1. Fix an optimal solutionC, that is opt(σ) = cost(C). For each t ∈ [T ], let xt ∈ {0, 1}
be an indicator variable for the event that C evicts request t before satisfying another request t′ > t with
the same page/slot pair that satisfied t. Let R ⊆ [T ] be the set of all specific requests, and for each t ∈ R,
let yt be the amount C pays to retrieve pages into slot st before the next specific request to slot st (if any).
Define the pseudo-cost of the optimal solution to be

∑T
t=1 wt(pt)xt +

∑
t∈R yt. The pseudo-cost is at most

2 opt(σ). As the algorithm proceeds, define the residual cost to be
∑T

t=1 max(0,wt(pt)xt − credit[t]) +∑
t∈R max(0, yt − cap[t]). The residual cost is initially the pseudo-cost (at most 2 opt(σ)), and remains

non-negative throughout, so the total decrease in the residual cost is at most 2 opt(σ). By Lemma 7.1,2

whenever the algorithm is raising credits and capacities at time t, there is either a cached request t′ with
xt′ = 1 and credit[t′] < wt(pt′), or there is a slot s with yt′ > cap[t′], where t′ = `t(s) ∈ R. It follows that
the residual cost is decreasing at least at unit rate in Step 3.2.2.1.

On the other hand, the algorithm is raising k capacities and at most k credits, so the value of φ =∑T
t=1 credit[t] +

∑
t∈R cap[t] is increasing at rate at most 2k. So, the final value of φ is at most 4k opt(σ).

To finish, we show that the algorithm’s cost is at most 6φ+ 3 opt(σ) ≤ (24k + 3) opt(σ). 3 Count the costs
that the algorithm pays as follows:

1. Requests remaining in the cache at the end (time T ). By the assumption on the last k requests, these
cost nothing to bring in. All other requests are evicted.

2. Requests evicted in Line 3.2.2.2. Each such request t′ is evicted only after credit[t′] reaches wt(pt′).
So these have total weight at most

∑T
t′=1 credit[t

′].

3. Specific requests t′ evicted from slot st in Line 3.1.1. Throughout the time interval [t′, t − 1], the
algorithm has pt′ in slot st′ = st, and σ has neither an equivalent specific request nor a general request
to pt (by our non-redundancy assumption). The optimal solution C has pt′ in slot st′ at time t′, but not
at time t, so evicts it during [t′ + 1, t]. So the total cost of such requests is at most the total weight of
specific requests evicted by C, and thus at most opt(σ).

2The lemma gives linear constraints on the vectors (x, y). Minimizing the pseudo-cost subject to these constraints is a linear-
program relaxation of the problem. Our argument implicitly defines a dual solution whose cost is our lower bound on opt(σ).

3This constant can be reduced with more careful analysis.
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4. General requests evicted from slot st in Line 3.1.1. By Line 3.2.3, any general request in slot st at time
t has weight at most 2 cap[`t−1(st)]. So the total weight of such requests is at most 2

∑
t′∈R cap[t′].

5. General requests to page pt evicted in Line 3.1.1. The algorithm replaces each such general request t′

by a specific request t (which it later evicts, unless the weight is zero) to the same page. Have general
request t′ charge its cost wt(pt′) = wt(pt), and any amount charged to t′ (in Item 6 below), to specific
request t. (We analyze the charging scheme for Items 5 and 6 below.)

6. General requests t′ evicted in Line 3.2.3. Have request t′ charge the cost of its eviction, and any
amount charged to t′ to request t. Since the slot holding pt′ is not in B, wt(pt′) < 1

2 wt(pt).

Each general request t receives at most one charge in Item 6, from a request t′ of at most half the weight
of t; this general request t′ may also receive such charges, forming a chain of charges, but since the weights
of the requests in this chain decrease geometrically, t is charged at most its weight. In Item 5, each specific
request t is charged by at most one general request t′ of the same weight, that may also carry the chain charge
not exceeding its weight. So this specific request is charged at most twice its weight. Overall, the charge of
each request from Items 5 and 6 is at most twice its weight.

The total weight of evictions considered in Items 1, 2, 3, and 4 is at most 2φ+ opt(σ). Adding also the
charges to these items by evictions considered in Items 5 and 6, we obtain that the total cost of the algorithm
is bounded by 3 (2φ+ opt(σ)) = 6φ+ 3 opt(σ).

8 Open Problems

The results here suggest many open problems and avenues for further research. Closing or tightening gaps
left by our upper and lower bounds would be of interest. In particular:

• For Slot-Heterogenous Paging, is the upper bound in Theorem 3.1 tight for every S ⊆ 2[k] \ {∅},
within poly(k) factors?

• For Page-Laminar Paging it is easy to show a lower bound of Ω(h), even for k = 1 and for randomized
algorithms. But it still may be possible to eliminate or reduce the multiplicative dependence on h. For
example, is it possible to achieve ratio O(h + k) with a deterministic algorithm and O(h + Hk)
with a randomized algorithm? Similarly, does Slot-Laminar Paging (where h ≤ k) admit an O(k)
deterministic ratio and O(log k) randomized ratio?

• For deterministic All-or-One Paging, we conjecture that the optimal ratio is 2k − 1. (For k = 2 we
can show an upper bound of 3.) In the randomized case, can ratio 2Hk − 1 be achieved?

• For Weighted All-Or-One Paging, is the optimal randomized ratio O(polylog(k))?

• The status of Heterogenous k-Server in arbitrary metric spaces is wide open. Can ratio dependent only
on k be achieved? This question, while challenging, could still be easier to resolve for Heterogenous
k-Server than for Generalized k-Server.
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